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The Liberty. Boys Flanking the Enemy
--OR -

By HARRY MOORE
Dick himself had been instruct ed to learn all he could concerning· the enemy.
Djck was aiready a famous spy, and had been employed by
THE HUNCHBAC K.
General Washington himself on more than one secret mis•
Half a dozen boys were walking down Broadway in the ,iSiOn.
I' He had won the confidence of the commander-in-chief, and
City of New York one day near the middle of September.
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"Hello, there's some disturbance going on," cried Bob.
first lieutenant.
"It seems like a fight of some sore," added Mark.
Just alongside of him was a dashy-look ing boy, a little
"A mere street brawl does not interest us," said Dick,
his junior.
"Wait."
quietly.,
This was Mark Morrison, the second lieutenant.
A crowd, compcsed almost wholly of overgrown boys, was
The Liberty Boys were one hundred young patriots who coming on.
had already made a record for themselves in the cause of
They were yelling an<l shouting, and a few of them had
independen ce•
brandishing excitedly.
At this time the patriots still held New York, although sticks, which they were
All of a sudden a strani;e figure shot out from the crowd
they had suffered defeat on Long Island, and the British
and dashed toward the gates of the churchyard , standing
were pressing them on all sides.
Behind the young· captain and his two lieutenants walked open.
He was a hunchback, not more than four f eet in height,
three fine lqoking boys who were soldiers, every inch.
a lFlrge head, but with nothing repulsive about him.
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It was a pleasant day, and many were out.
Dick Slater had abundant oppor tunity to observe him as he
Soldiers, citizens, men in various walks of life, women,
boys and girls were on. the street, and the scene was a d id so.
"Quick, boys!" he cried, hurrying fo rward.
hustling one.
In a moment the six Liber t y Boys were in front of the
The six boys attracted no little attention on account of
·
gates.
their distinguish ed appearance as they walked along-.
Up came the mob of boys.
A man of sixty years, of stout frame and genial face,
They halted as they saw the det e1mined attitude of the
approlj.ched.
He wore a general's uniform, but without it he would young soldiers.
"What do you want ?" asked Dick. "For shame! to torhave been recognized as a person of importance .
e !"
"Attention! " said Dick. "Here comes the general. Open ment an unfortunatis
a spy," sa;d one of the boys.
"The hunchback
ranks."
"We weren't going to hu rt him," said another.
The boys wheeled right and left, standing- at attention and
This one car ried a stout cudgel in his dirty hands.
saluting as the general passed.
"Then why do you have t hat stick?" Dick asked.
He smiled, returned the salute, and said:
"You can't keep u s out of the church," growled one. "It's
"No news of any importance . Dick?"
open to ever yone."
"No, General, only a general feeling- of uneasiness. "
"But I can prevent you doing harm to this poor unfortu"Keep your eyes and ears open, Dick."
nate and I will."
"I will, General."
Some soldiers came up and pushed the crowd of boys
The general, who was a veteran Indian figohter and a
staunch patriot, Israel Putnam, passed on, and the boys aside.
"What is the trouble, Ca ptain?" asked a sergeant.
closed their ranks and• continued their walk.
"These young' bullies have been to rmenting the man beGeneral Putnam was in command of some four thousand
hind the gates and h e r an to escape them."
troops left in New York.
"He's a spy ," growled two or three of the boys.
The Liberty Boys were now acting under his orders, and
CHAPTER I.

r
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"How do you know that?" asked Dick.
"A man told us, we heard him call the humpy a spy. We
aren't going to have no sp;es around.
"I may be a spy," said the hunchback, "but I am a f)atriot.
The man who called me a spy was an enemy."
"Who was he?" ·asked Dick'..
.
"A spy of the British. I would have caused . his arrest
but he suddenly denounced,me and then these boys set upon
me."
··Because of your infirmity. For shame!" turning upon the
boys. "You would not have attacked me, I'll warrant!"
"I'll wager they would not! " sputtered Bob, who was of
an impulsive, impetuous nature.
On~ of the attendants of the church now came forward
and said:
"What means this unseemly conduct? Do you not know
that this is a house of worship?"
"Come, clear out, you ruffians," said the sergeant.
He and the other soldiers quickly dispersed the crowd .oi
boys.
The gates were opened, and some of the people entered
and went into the church in an orderly manner.
The hunchback had retired a few paces.
Dick stepped to his side.
"Are you a patriot spy?" he asked in a low tone.
"Yes, I can safely say so to you."
Bob and the other Liberty Boys stood between the crowd
ef mere curiosity seekers and Dick, hid;ng the hunchback.
"Do you know the man who denounced you?" Dick asked.
"Yes, his name is Unkles, he is tall and spare, with keen,
black eyes, and a hatchet face. He is here in the interests of
Lord Howe. I know him well."
'" Ah, I know a man of that description, but his name is
Fitz Hugh."
"I know him to be a spy," the 1other said.
"Are you. in the commander-in-chief's employ?"
"No, I am with General Israel Putnam."
"He P.a ssed here not long since. Where did the trouble
be'O;"in ?"
"At the Bowling Green."
"The crowd has dispersed. It will be safe for you to go on
now."
"I thank you sincerely for what you have done for me,
Captain Slater," said the hunchback.
His face was not an unpleasant one, now that fear no
longer distorted it.
"You know me?-"
"Yes, you are a spy yourself?"
"On occasions."
"Perhaps we may work together."
"I shall be glad to do so."

CHAPTER II.
A HOT CHASE,

-

"After him, boys!'-' said DicJr.
The six immediately gave chase.
The spy leaped a low stone wall enclosing a garden and a
spacious double house.
Dick was after him in a moment.
A dog came dashing out of a kennel, but Dick paid no
attention to him.
Both he and the spy dod.g-ed the dog, who prevented Bob
and the others from getting over.
The spy darted down a path, unqer an arbor, ·through a
rustic summer house, and to a wall in the rear.
This was of br:ck and was higher than the wall at thE!
front.
There was a wooden door in it, and through this the spy
now dashed, locking it on the farther side.
Locks and bolts did not stand in Dick Slater's way when
he made his WBY to get in or out of anyth :ng.
With a quick leap and a scramble he was on top of the
brick wall in, a moment.
'
Then he saw that tall, spare figure hurrying in the" direction of the East River, and drop-ped to the ground.
There was no one else in s ight in the alley, and there was
no use to call.
-.
Dick was fleet of foot and in a few moments he had greatly
gained on the spy.
After him ran Dick, determined to catch him.
Through a hall and up a rickety flight of stairs, D:ck in
hot chase, the man made his way.
.
"Hello, there, what are you doing here?" cried a man, coming out of a door on the first floor.
"There's ·a British spy in the house," said Dick.
.Then he went on. keeping the fellow in sight. Up another flight and to a ladder leading to the roof ran
the fugitive.
It was anywhere to get away with him.
He hoped to get far enough away to elude Dick.
As yet he had not been able to do it.
Up the ladder to the roof he went, but wa.s unable to close
the scuttle.
Dick was right after him, running across the roof, which
sloped a little.
The house next door was separated by an alley six feet
wide, but it was something lower.
Across the alley flew the spy and around a chimney.
Dick was after him at once.
Reaching the chimney, he saw the man just stepping over
the edge.
.
He had caught one of the copper leads and was descending
by it.
I
Dick instantly lowered himself by the same lead and slid
down rapidly after the fugitive.
He struck the man's shoulders with his heels and caused
him to go down in haste, landing on the ground in a heap.
Dick was on top of him in a hurry, and quickly seized him.
"You ~ve me a pretty good chase, Mr. Fitz Hugh," said
Dick, "and I must say that you set a sharp pace."
"What are you going to do with me, now you have iot
me?" asked the other.
"Deliver you up to the authorities," returned Dick.
"You cannot prove anything.''
' "Perhaps I can. I kn<lw you to be a British spy, and so
does William Short."
.
"I don't know of any such person."
"You know whom I mean. The hunchback, whom you denounced as a spy.''
Dick riow got up with his hand on the spy's arm.
"I have a pistol handy," he said, "but don't want to 'Use it.
It will be as well for you to walk along quietly.''
People were approaching, and some of them looked sharply
at the spy.
·
Dick marched him along the 'street fronting the river, intending to turn west in a moment.
Suddenly some of the boys who had been pursuing the
hunchback came along.
"Give1 it to the rebel!" shouted the biggest, whom Dick
quickly recognized.
"Down with him, he hasn't got a lot of his friends to help
him now.''
Then the boys made a sudden rush at Dick.
He knocked down three or four of them with as many welldirected blows.
The spy suddenly broke away from him, however.
The attack of the bovs was made purposely to compass

The boys now left the church and walked up Broadway together.
"How can you manage to act as a spy?" asked Dick,
"since it is so difficult to disguise yourself?"
"I have done so often," said the spy, whose name he
announced was Wiliiam Short.
"But it must require a great deal of skill."
"Perhaps so," modestly. "At any rate, I have done a great
deal of work for General Putnam."
"And this man Unkles, as you rcall him, alth<)Ugh I think
he is the man I know as Fitz Hugh, where did you meet
him?"
"I last saw him on Long Island, although I have met him
in various places."
At Maiden Lane Dick glanced across the street and said:
"There is the man you mean now, just turning into Broadway.~
·
"Yes, that is Unkles."
"Or Fitz Hugh, it matters not which. This way, boys.
There is the spy.''
.
The boys darted across the street, leavinJ? William Short
standing on the walk.
A tall, spare man, with black eyes and a long, thin face,
was just turning into Broadway.
At sight of Dick and the boys, who would have surrounded
him
this.
. in another. moment, he shot down the street.

·
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The spy flew up an alley between two buildings.
"I <lo not doubt it."
Dick darted af ter him in a moment.
"I w;ll know the young scoundrels again if I see them,''
Some of the boys got in his way and were promptly declared Ben.
knocked down.
"So will I,'' added the two Harrys, "and they'll catch a
This delayed him, nevertheless, and the spy darted around thrashing if I see them."
a corner.
"Then I will probably see you again, if you are in the
When Dick reached it, he. saw the spy just dashing around city,'' said Dick 1 to the hunchback.
another.
"No doubt. I shall be very gtad to work with you, CaoAfter him wen11 the young patriot, determined not to let tain."
him escape.
"And I with you."
As Dick was about to dart down the alley a fierce do.Ii flew
Dick, Bob and Mark now proceeded up Broadway, while
out.
the Liberty Boys and the hunchback separated in various diHe kicked the savage creature out of the way, but now he rections.
saw nothing more of the spy.
"It is unfortunate that he should be so crippled,'' reHe went down the alley, n evertheless.
marked the young captain.
It was crossed by a narrow, winding street, but when
"Yes, indeed," replied Bob. "He seems to be a very inDick reached this the spy was nowhere to be seen.
telligent fellow."
"Well, it was a h ot cha&e.'' was hi s thought, "and he only
"I should think his infirmity would be an obstacle.'' obescaped because those boys came up."
served Mark.
Dick had met the man in the city first before the battle of
"It might be, if he were known to be a spy, but he might
Long Island.
.
not m eet this man Unklcs or Fitz Hugh again in a lon.1r
He had seen Fitz Hugh in a tavern near Whitehall wharf. 1 time."
and had heard him tell an .associate that he was spying upon
"Very _true."
the patriots.
The L!berty Boys were quar ter ed a little outside
H e had escaped Dick that time, and had not been seen but some of them came into it at intervals to get the city,
informaag~in until th!s t :me. .
•
• ~ion, to m3:ke purc~ases , or simply to look about while waitWhether his name is Unkles 1or Fitz Hugn . or whatever,'' rp.g for active sernce ..
said Dick to himself, "I will catch him if 'he stays in the
It was not likely that they would have to wait long for
city."
·
that.
H e now made his way back to Maiden Lane, and presently
The enemy's next move would be toward New York, no
met two of the' Liberty Boys.
•
doubt._
One was a jolly Irish boy, and the other a fat German.
Owm ir t o the e1'tent o.f its waterfront they could attack
' "An' phwerever have yez been?" the Irish boy asked. "111e· it on all sides.
byes do be lookin' fo1· yez all over."
·
With plent y of ships at t he' r disposal, this would be no
"I've had a chase after a spy Patsy and a hot one it difficult task.
.
was."
·'
·'
\ The evacuat ion of the city within a short time was there"What you was doed mit dot spy veller?" asked the Ger- fo re, inevitable.
'
man boy, whose name was Carl Gookenspiele r.
It was necernary t o
a sharp watch upon the enemy
"Oh, h~ go~ away. A lot of young ruffians, who I think as a sudden. concert ed keep
attack at several points might coop
were Tories. m terfered, and he escaped ."
up ~he pat riot t roops.
•
"Bad manners till thim. Oi wi sh Oi'd been there.'' sa icl
Dick and hi s t wo lieutenants walked up to the Commons
Patsy Brannigan. "Oi 'd have attinde<l till thirn all roight and st opped at a quiet little tavern
where they had their
phwile yez looked afther the spoy "
horses.
.
"You bet me w~ was fixed dose 'vellers.'' sputtered Carl.
"I think I will t ake a ri de up to the end
At Broadwav they found the hunchback and the L'berty see what t~e enemv are do'ng,'' said Dick.of the island, and
Bovs still waiting for them.
·
He had· hi s ho rse brought out and was soon in the saddle.
"Excuse me . sor.'' said J;'atsy, passing his hand over WilH;e rode a ma g-nifi cent coal:black Arabian, whom he called
liam Short's .hump.
·
Ma.ior, and of whom he was .iu stly proud~
"What's that for?" asked Ben SpurlQ.Ck.
Bob and J ack also irot thei r horses as they were going to
"For good luck, av course. In Oireland they do say that th~ camp and would accon;ipany Dick a part
of the distance.
av yez pass yer hand over a hunchback's hump, it'll give yez
lh~ three bovs set out m t he late afternoon, the day now
good luck."
•
·
drawm11: to a close.
"And did von P.ver try it?"
It was e' ri v ev0ning when Dick left Bob and Mark as they
"Troth Oi did."
.
.
hacl not r 'dden fast.
'
.
"And did you have good luck?"
. At Kip's Bay, at the foot of Thirt y-fourth street, there was
"Didn't Oi, faith? It was thin Oi kem to Ameriky.''
hurh g round. and Dick looked up and down the river.
"That was g-ood luck."
·
There was a moon, and then Dick Slater's eyesight was
"Yis, but whishper?"
especiallv keen.
·
"Yes."
"Can it be ?" he said to himself . looking down the r iver.
"Do ·yez know phwat happened the hunchback?"
R e lookec.l again, and soon satisfied himself that he had
"No, what was it?"
seen enough.
"All the byes did get to rubbin' his hump for luck till t hey
There Wf-re 'rn r vessP.ls, J;i.e kl1P\ V bv their appearance.
rubbed it off entoirely, an' he had a back as straight as nie
Thev c?ul~l belonl! onlv to the British then, and the enemy
own."
1 were beirmnml! t he :r advance 1rnon the island.
'.'~ol.lld yo u belief me?" said Carl, while the boys a:-td I ni ck \\'.a t ched,th c shins com.~ o>i .for some
lit~le time.
W1ll1am Short all laughed.
· One 0 1 t wo t nen ancrorerl " 1 K1 p's Bay . while the others
prnt>ef'derl. nrobablv t'l Turtl" Rav. and nerhaps. bevond
"rt is Irk:elv that t hev will s n cl vessels up the Huds.on as
well.'' D'ck said to him self. "Then the next thing will be
th ~ landin!!' of troops at ''ari ous noints."
CHAPTER III.
There did not seem t o bP ::>TJ v disoosition to land troops at
the moment. howev0i;. ::mcl Dick took his wav toward the
DICK AND THE REPCOATS.
Bowcrv ~_,an e. in.tenrlmg to. r,hortlv return to the camp.
'ck told hi' in
.
Tethen n!!' ~1"1110 ,. at a h t chinJt post in front of a nearby
D
- he had pursued the spy and los ,,; him,
and t nw~rn. he entered.
•
·
added:
T. a k'mP.:
"ICeep an eye on l11·1n, W1'll1'an1 SI t
.
.
:J seat in a corner, he ordered his supper, as he had
.
1or , and 1f vou see him
. / not. eaten for hours.
.
be"sur~ and ~ave hi m . a~~·ested."
'
The_re were severa l persons •in the rf:om, bu.t. very little
) will do it? Cap~am.
I attention was oaid hini.
"The f ell_ow / S ,,d:i.n~g, to cor;ie into thP. city ilO b?l<l1".-"
I ~? v,-3,; c&mrt.011 e.:i ;:ug-iei to ;i ee s~:1l ers, and the sig-ht of
Indce<l Le .s, a<laed Bo!;), and it may result m his cap-1 one caused little st'r ther efore
tu,re ·"
· had fimsh
· ed his
·' supper and
· was sitting quietl y when
.
Dick
. ~ome of the ver>;, boys who were annoymg you came to a man entered and
looked about him.
·
his"Th
rescue afterward. .
It was the tall spa1·e man the sp · ·h h d ·
. b a bl Y are h e1 ·
D'IC.Iii
,_
·
·
Y,
ey PIO
w
o
a
given
pmg hi m, ,, SUR'g-ested Mark.
such a chase earlier in the dav.
·
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"I met your spy this afternoon, and also one for t_he
British. The latter escaped me, and this evening I met him
with a small party of redcoats at Kip's Bay."
"They did not land in any nuII).ber, Dick?"
"No, not more than a dozen, that I saw. The people over
ther e a re aroused now, and it is not likely that any more will
land now."
"I trust not, but it will be as well to keep watch upon
them."
"We will do so, General." .
Leaving the general's quarters , Dick met William Short,
sitting on a horse outside.
"I saw your spy this evening," said Dick. "He must have
come up with the ships. They gave me A chase this time.~
"He wanted his revenge, I suppose, for the chase you gave
him."
"Yes, but it wasn't such a close one," with a laugh.
"No, I don't believe there is," proudly, for Major was indeed a noble animal.
"Are you going over to your camp?" asked the hunchback.
"Yes."
"May I go along ? "
"Certainly."
They set off together. riding at an easy gait, and now and
.
then exchanging a word or two.
They were ridjng under the trees, where it was quite dark
and scarcely a sound to be heard, when the hunchback sudilenly shot ahead.
Then there· was the sound of a pistol report and hurried
hoofbeats.
Dick dartect ahead from under the trees and saw a man
hurrying across an open stretch where 1 the moon shone
.
bright.
He quickly disappeared around a bend in the road, the
hunchback firing a shot at h ;m.
"That is Fitz Hugh," said Dick.
"Yes, and I saw the glint of the moonlight on his pistol
'
throup.:h the trees and darted ahead."
"I did not see him."
"You could not from where you were. I was to the right,
and a little ahead, where it was more open."
"Did you know it was he when you shot ahead?"
"No, but I suspected it was an enemy."
"The fellow was waiting for me, no doubt, and had no
thought of seeing you."
"No."
"I am greatly indebted to your watchfulness. The fellow
might have surprised me otherwise."
"I am merely repaying your kindness of this morning,"
tersely.
They Si).W no more suspicious characters and heard nothjng
to alarm them.
Reaching the camp, they dismounted, William Short being
,
•
cordially welcomed · by all the boys.
"I think your good luck must have .extended to me as well,
Patsy," laughed Dick.
"Sure Oi'll give yez all Oi can., Captain, dear," said Patsy,
"but phwat was it?"
.
Dick told the story, the boys listening eairerlv.
"That war looky for yez, indeed, an' Oi'd loike to get
howld av the vilyan. It wudn't be looky for him, though, Oi'll
go bail."
CHAPTER IV.
The fires were lighted, and the boys sat around them laughand talking for some time.
ing
A PERSISTENT FOE.
William Short sat with Dick, Bob and Mark for some time.
At length he arose, took his horse and rode off in the darkA number of the Liberty Boys came forward, hearing Dick
ness.
speak.
They now wanted to know all about his a dventure with the ' The fires had gone down, the talk and laughter had ceased,
and many of the boys had retired to their tents.
redcoats.
Sitting in front of his t ent, he told the story all being· Only the monotonous pacing of the sentries could be heard.
Now and then one of them could be s een as the fire flared
·'
greatly interested.
"If they send ships up both rivers and land troops from up, but, as a rule, all was dark.
Ben Spurlock, pacing his beat, quite late, heard a suspicious
Longo Island," sputtered Bob, "we'll have to g.et out and I
sound.
'
think that's what it looks like."
Someone was approaching the camp with stealthy tread.
"It certainly does," rejoined Mark , "and we'r e likely to
"Halt!"
·
have things lively enough . in a short time."
The footsteps stole away.
In a short time Dick mounied his horse and set off for the
"Who goes there?" demanded Ben, sharµl y.
general's quarter s.
The footsteps continued, but shortly died out.
He r eported having seen the ships go up the river and
learned that some had gone up the Hudson also but not · "I'd like ·to know who that was," muttered Ben. "Some
Tonr spy, I'll wager, or he would have answered."
'
10 far. .
Dick Slater had been aroused b:v Ben's first challenge:
"I am glad to see you so watchful, Dick," said the genHe was a light sleeper, and awoke in a moment.
eraJ

He recognized Dick in an instant and stepped back.
"That man is a British spy," cried Dick. "Seize him!"
"Maybe not! " laughed the man. "Hello!" running to the
outer door, "here is Dick Slater, the r ebel, for whom a reward is offered."
Dick dashed into the passage and to the outer door.
By the light of the moon he saw a number of British soldiers and an officer or two, approaching.
The men were on foot, but the officers were mounted.
Dick hurried down the s';eps and to the hitching post.
The spy was about to loosen Ma.ior.
In a second Dick had knocked him down.
Then he slipped the t ether and leaped into the saddle.
"Catch him, he's Dick Slater, the spy!"
Fitz Hugh half arose and fired a shot at Dick as the latter
rode away.
Then h~ sprang up, seized a horse tethered to . a post,
jumped upon his back, and ro de after Dick. ·
"Catch him, catch the rebel! " he 'ihouted.
The r edcoats came after him at a gallop.
Dick knew that not one of them could catch him if he
wished to let Ma.ior out.
He kept on at a good speed, but not his best, and the
redcoats gained very slip.:htly on him.
The spy was in the lead and riding furiously.
The redcoats wer e too close behind for Dick to capture
'iim, and he dashed on at a fast er gait.
His idea was to t empt the spy to follow him.
The man did so, increasing his speed.
·
So did the r edcoats.
"They will keep too near him," thought Dick, ,;and I cannot catch him."
He s lack~ned his own speed, allowing the spy and the'.redcoats to gam upon him.
"If it were not quite so far, I. might lead them right to the
camp, and we could capture the lot of them," he laughed.
At Bull's Head t avern they had gained upon him, and the
spy fired another shot.
It did no damage and Dick shot off down a roa:d leading to
the camp.
P eople began t o come out, and. it was likely that the redcoats would get into di fficulties.
The spy stood a bet ter chance, not being in uniform, unless Dick made his identity known.
. The ofl'icers halted and presently gave up the chase, fearm_go capture.
Dick looked back in a f ew moments and saw tha:t the SPV
had also halted, his horse breathing heavily.
Then the young- captain went on at an even gait not again
'
looking behind him.
Reach :ng the camp, he was met by a number of the Lib··
erty Boys.
"You have been riding fast, Dick," observed 1Ben Spurlock.
"Yes, but not as fast as I could. They could not catch me,
at any rat e."
"They?" in surprise.
"Yes, redcoats."
"Jove! things are getting lively, then?"
"Yes, and will be more so." ·
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Hurrying into his clothes, he hasteued forward.
When Ben spoke again he followed the sound of the footsteps, but made no noise himself.
Ben listened till he could hear nothing, but stood at attention as before.
D:ck followed the nocturnal prowler to the road and saw
him walk away at a leisurely pace.
'l'he moonlight shone full . upon h:s face, and Dick recognized him in an instant.
It was the spy, Fitz Hugh or Unkles.
'·He's one of the most ubiquitous fellows I ever saw," was
D:ck's thought. "He seems to be everywhere."
1
Dick followed him for a time, keeping in the shade of the
trees and escaping observation. .
Then the spy stepped to the side of the road, b!rought out
a horse, sprang into the saddle and rode away.
"I never thought of that," was Dick's thought. "I would
have run in on him if I had."
.
The hoofbeats soon died out and Dick i:eturned to the
camp.
They want to know where we are when they land troops,"
he said to himself.
"I would have liked to catch him, but, after all it does not
natter much, now that I know his intentions."
Return;ng to the camp: Dick said to Ben:
"That was our spy of to-day. He is an active chap, you
must admit."
"You followed him?"
"Yes."
"But did not catch him?"
"No, he had a horse."
"That was too bad."
"And then I could not tell at first who he was."
"I suppose not."
"It was only when he got out into the light that I recognized the f ellow.''
"To be sure."
"And then he got on his horse very shortly and rode
away.''
"The redcoats want to know whe1·e our camp is so as to
swoop down upon us when they land their troops."
"That is what I think, but they will not find us here."
It might be that the enemy would land a small force of a
hundred or tw-0 men and, by a rapid night march, surprise
and capture the young patriots.
The move could be executed ra_pidly without arousing the
people of this part of the island.
·
"You are going to move the camp, Dick?'" sa:d Ben.
"Yes, and if it is the intention of the redcoats to surprise
us they will be disappointed. " Calculating the t :me it would take the enemy to reach the
camp, if they were already landed, Dick waited half an hour,
so as to give the boys an extra nap, and then aroused them.
In a very short time, considering all that was to be done,
the;v were on the move. .
.
'Ihe fires were left burnmg, to deceive the enemy, the boys
making a new camp nearer the city.
Bob took charge of the L'berty Boys, marching to a place
which Dick indicated, the latter remaining behind.
The boys were well on the road when Dick heard the distant tramp of a band of men approaching.
Gradually it sounded louder, and still louder, and at last,
peer'ng through the trees down the road, Dick saw the
glitter of arms in the moonlight.
t
He remained hidden, and soon, with a sudden rush the re~coats made a dash upon the supposed ca)llp, on1:1 to find it
deserted.

"Of course. You can see the fires and you -can see where
the tents have been."
"Very true."
"They must have been thinking of leaving, and would have
gone if I had not found their camp."
• "H'm! No one moves a camp at night like this unless
there is reason for it."
··But I don't see how they could have known who it was
or that we were coming.''
"You have been followed, you may be sure."
"How ·could I be? I would hear them."
"They say some of these rebels are like Indians, for
stealthiness."
"They could not have followed me," protested the spy.
"They were going to leave anyhow."
The redcoat evidently did not believe this, a1though he said
nothing.
·
The soldiers marched away again, and Dick chuckled as he
rode off toward the new camp.
"That fellow brought the redcoats to an empty camp,
greatly to their disgust," said Dick to Bob and Mark, when
he reached the camp.
"I would have liked to seen him," laughed Bob. "He must
have looked cli.eap.''
"He said that we would have gone anyhow."
"Humbug, as Carl says,'' laughed Mark.
"We got the best of him and he hated to admit it," added
Bob.
"Of course.''
"The officer said that Fitz Hugh must have been followed,
but the f ellow would not admit it."
"Of course not. these Britons hate to give in beaten."
There was no further alarm from the enemy that night, as
Dick was sure they would not be.
.
In the Jll.Orning ·he rode to Kip's Bay and found that the
ships had gone up the bay.
"They will doubtless ·find a better place to land farther
up," said Dick, "as they can send men over from Newtown
and Astoria and cover their landing by the guns of the war
vessels."
"There will be lively times on the island before long, I don't
doubt," declared Bob.'
Shortly after his return Dick went into the city.
He was accom13anied by Bob and Mark, Ben Spurlock.. .and
a 'boy by the name of Sam Sanderson.
Others came into the city, being cautioned to return to the
camp at the first alarm.
Leaving their horses at the tavern, Dick and Bob set off
down Broadway.
Mark and the rest followed, but not closely.
-At John street they m et William ·short.
"The enemy paid us a visit last n ight." said Dick.
"But we were not at home," added Bob, with a chuckle.
"Do you mean the British?"
"Yes, led by your friend Unkles"
"He is a most persistent fellow, it would seem," observed
the spy.
"Yes indeed. The ships have gone farther up the river."
"They have?"
"Yes:"
"That is news."
"I thought it would be."
The boys then left the hunchback and continued their walk
down Broadway.
Near Trinit~ Church they heard a sudden cry of alarm.
"There's a runaway!" cr'e<;l Bob.
A horse, drawing a light carriage, came dashing up the
street. The gig rocked from side to side and seemed in danger of overturning at any moment.
.
CHAPTER V.
Something seemed to have broke and the horse was greatly
frightened.
AN ADVENTURE IN THE CITY.
In the gig was a young lady clinging to the seat and trying- to keep from beinit thrown out.
The redcoats were greatly chagrined to find that their
The reins were trailing the ground at the risk of tripping
expected victims had departed.
and laming the horse at anv instant.
1
Dick, from his hiding place saw Fitz Hugh, mounted on
The people in the street hurried ::.way, right and left, inhis horse, talking to one of the redcoats.
tent only on saving themselves.
•
"They did not see me," the spy said, "and I don't see how
Those on the walk simply stood and looked on without
they could have taken the alarm."
doing anything, or shouted, thus adding to the terror of the
"You were challenged ? "
animal.
•
·
"Yes, and stole away again, and that was all there was."
Dick and Bob sprang fo1·ward as soon as they understood
"The young rebels must have suspected you."
what the trouble was.
"But no one saw me, and one boy only heard ma"
One on each sid~. they caught the frightened horse by the
"You are sure thll.t this is the place?"
bridle and brought him to a stand.
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Both were strolljl,', active boys, and both· knew just , hen day. I don't even know her name, and we may n~ver see her
to act.
1
ag-ain."
"Steady, old chap, steady!" said Dick in a firm but sooth"All the same, he is as jealous as he can be, and notwithing voice.
standing what you did for him yesterday."
"Whoa, old man, whoa, easy now," said Bob.
"Nonsense," with a laugh. "He was simply nervous and
Then, speaking soothingly and stroking the animal. they' excited."
·
presently quieted him.
.
"You saved his girl from a serious accident, Dick, and he
Bob held him while Dick proceeded to look after the dam- will never forgive you for it."
age to the gig and harness.
"Why, you absurd fellow, you did as much as I did," with
A crowd quickly collected, as was natural.
a smile.
Pushing his way through it was the hunchback.
'"Yes, but I am not Captain Dick Slater, and that makes all
Reaching the side of the carriage he held out his hand.
the difference in the world."
"Come with me, Fanny," he said. "Captain ·Slater will look
"Humbug, as Carl says," laughed D;ck. "We may never
after the horse."
·
see her again. We exchanged very flaw words, I scarcely
"Oh, W.illjam , it was terrible!" the girl half sobbed. "I know her name, I don't know where she Jives, and the
thoug·ht I should be killed."
·
chances are that we shall be out of the city to-morrow and
The hunchback lifted the half-fainting girl from the gig I will never see her again."
·
to the walk.
"It isn't humbug, Dick. The fellow is as jealous as he can
"The repairs can be easily made,'' said Dick.
hold."
"There is a farrier's not far away," added Bob.
"Then it is very foolish in him."
"If you will see to this. I will take the young lady home,''
·"That may be, but he is , just the same."
said Short. "We are very well acquainted."
"Why should he not be jealous of you, Bob? You did as
"Cel'tainly," said Dick.
much as I did."
"But you have not thanked the captain, William,'' said the
"I am not the captain of the Liberty Boys."
girl. "Nor have I." with a half laugh.
!'Nonsense. She did not know that I was till he told he'·."
"Then it was an oversight, for I ·am certainly most grate"And she was the first to thank you. He never thought of
ful to both him and the lieutenant for what they d;d." .
it, but asked you to look after the horse, told you to do it,
"I am glad that I was ori hand to do anything,'' was Dick's in fact."
·
reply.
"We were already doing it, Bob. It was the first thing to
Short then went away with the young lady and the crowd be done."
gradually dispersed.
.
"Yes, but he hurried the girl away so that you should not
Dick picked up the reins and got into the gig.
;::et a second look at hel'."
"I think we can manaire by driving slowly,'' he said. "You
"She was a very good looking girl, Bob."
know the farrier's place?"
"Of course, a nd you are a very handsome boy, while he is
"Yes, it is down a street or two. west of Broadway."
misshapen and not over -ood looking."
"Very good. Jump in, Bob, and we will go the1·e."
;;But, B?b, surely she would not consider his infirm:ty."
The horse was still somewhat nervous, but gained confiShe might not, but he does, and he l would be suspicious
dence under Dick's steady hand.
of any one better looking than himself who did her a favoi·."
"The hunchback is jealous of you, Dick,'' said Bob, as they
"I don't believe anything of the sort. The man is not so
drove slowly on.
]!-favored. He has a very pleasant face, I think."
"Nonsense, Bob. I never met the young lady before."
"Well, maybe)le will not, bu~ Jove! there's that spy,
"But you s,aved her from a serious accident, and all he did Dick! " wi th a sudden sta1-t.
Wl'.s to lift her out of the e:ig."
The spy saw Bob almost as soon as the latter saw him . .
"You did as much as I did, Bob. Why should he not be and darted down a side street .
.iealous of you, also?"
The boys followed, just in time to see hini enter a grog"He is, but not as much as of you. I am simply a lieu- gery a little way down the street.
tenant, and girls think a lot more of captains."
"After him, B€lb," hissed Dick. "I will watch the other
"But, you absurd fellow, I never met the girl till to-day, door."
and they are well acquainted, it seems."
"Yes, and if looks count for anything, fondly in love. He
There were two doors, one leading to the public bar and
never took his eyes off her, and she had no thought for any another to one in the rear,' which was more private.
one but him."
The spy had entered the former, but Dick had an idea that
"You are a very observant fellow, Bob,'' with a smile.
he would come out by the latter.
"I'll wager you saw all that I did, the man's jealousy· as
He did not, however, and at length Bob returned with a
well as the rest."
look of d:sappvintment on his face.
'
"That's absurd, Bob. I don't know the girl, and may never
"He got away, Dick."
see her again. Why should he be jealous?"
"Yes?"
"Because of the perversity of human nature, I suppose,''
"Through an alley at the rear. I don't know which way
with a laugh, "but here we are at the farrier's."
he went."
The boys got out an<;! Dick gave the horse and gig into the
"He seeins to be familiar with all the byways and alleys
farrier's ·charge.
and crookes:I turnings in the city, Bob."
"That's old Oswald's horse,'' the man said. "If he'd pay
"So it would seem."
for decent harness this thing would not have happened."
:;He escaped me the other day in the same manner."
"Then you will make the needed .;.repairs and return the
Yes , so he did."
·
horse and gig."
"Well, let him go. We know that he is in the city, and
"Do you order them? I can't do it without authority. I we will keel:> a lookput for him."
want to be ljUre of my money."
They now continued do\Vl} to Whwitehall wharf, whence
"No, I have no authority in the matter. I was simply 1 th~y could see the enemy's ships at Staten Island, mllfh
asked to bring the gig here. I do not pay the bills of nearer.
·
/
strangers."
It won't be long now, Bob,'' said Dick, "with the ships all
At that moment the hunchback came up.
around us."
"It's all right, farrier," he said. "Make the needed repairs.
"I am afraid not, Dick.
I will see that you are paid."
"We shall have to keep a close watch on them from now
The man scarcely noticed Dick and Bob, and they went off, on, and be ready to leave at the shortest notice."
leaving him with the farrier.
"So we will. After we leave the city where shall we go
next?"
"To Harlem Heights and Fo1-t Washington, I suppose."
;;And after that?" dolefully.
CHAPTER VI.
Wait and see, Bob,'' hopefully. "We have not left the
GATHERING CLOUDS.
city yet."
As the boys turned into Br~adway Bob said:
· "No, but it's only a question of time at that when we ''fill
"What did I tell you ? The man is as jealous as can be. leave it."
.
He would not have ~- word to say to us."
Proceeding up Broadway again the boys met William Short
"But, Bob, that is absurd. We never saw the gfrl till to- in front of the new church near the Common.
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"I did not thank you enough, Captain," the man said, "but J Patsy lifted the things off of Carl, and then both the com! was greatly ag1ta~e d at the time."
Iical Liberty Boys loaded them into the cart.
"1 can easily understand that," replied Dick, with a sigTh;s time P atsy secured the tailboard and he and Ca.rt
n:ticant glance at Bob.
walked beside the horse.
"Mi ss Oswald is tne one person in all the world who I f eel
"They would have saved all that trouble if they had done
is dear to me," Short continued.
\ that first," laughed Dick.
''Then, of course, you would--"
"Yes, but t hen t here would have been no fun, and Patsy
"And if I should lose her, it would kill me."
would put himself out fo r the fun of having it, I do believe,"
"You would feel it keenly, no doubt."
chuckled Bop.
"Her father is opposed to my suit, not on .account of. my
deformity, but because of my ' lack of means. I have little
more than my pay in the army to depend upon."
CHAPTER VII.
''Your fortune may turn."
"Yes, but Mr. Oswald is anxious to, marry Fanny now to a
THE STORM BREAKS.
man he has selected, a rich Tory."
"But they a re patriots?"
It was Sunday morning in t he camp of the Liberty Boys.
"Fanny is, but her father is anything or everything that
Ord:narily t he boys did only what was necessary on Sunsuits best."
day,
"That usually means nothing. Well, I trust that he will
The day promised to be wa rm , and the boys were sitting
change his · mind."
,
at their breakfast , most of them in t heir shirt sleeves.
"1 trust so, too. We are likely to have stirring times beSuddenly a booming of cannon was hea rd from the direcfore long, don't you think?"
tion of Kip's Bay.
"Yes, perhaps by tp-morrow."
D:ck at once called for his horse.
They presently parted, the boys going for their horses.
"Come with me, Mark and a f ew others," he said.
"What do you think now, Bob?" asked Dick, as they · rode
In an instant all was bust le in the camp.
on.
'
"The enemy must be landing," said Dick.
''Well, if the rich Tory were not in the way, Short would
In a short time he was in the saddle.
treat you very different."
Mark, Ben, Sam, and· the t wo Harrys went with him.
"I don't think s o," quietly.
They rode rapidly, and at last r eached the high groun~
"Yes, indeed. He now thinks that you have no better overlooking Kip's Bay.
chance than himself, but if this Tory were out of the
The ships tllat had gone up the river had come down or
way--"
more had come up.
"Nonsense. Bob. I don't believe he regards me in that
There were t en ships of war n ow in the bay.
light at all."
These were keeping up a stea dy fire on the island.
They were riding on at a fair pace when they came to a
Under cover of this, a large force was being landed from
steep hill.
Newtown.
Beyond this was the camp of the Liberty Bo. .
There were patriot soldiers in the neighborhood. but these
"There are those two comical fellows, Patsy and Carl," now fled as the advance guar d of the enemy landed.
said Bob.
Then a striking figure suddenly appeared, ridin.1< furiously
The two boys mentioned had a rough .ca1t drawn by a forward.
single horse.
It was General Washington riding on his white horse.
They Jiad,,halted at the foot of the hill.
He had heard the cannonad'ng at Harlem, and had come
"Don't you think it onraisonable, Captain dear?" asked down posthaste to see what it meant.
Patsy, as Dick and Bob came UP.
He tried in vain to rally the fugi tives.
"What is, Patsy?"
Unheeding him they fled all the faster.
"-For Cookyspil\er to want to roide up the hill on the
Dick and his companions hurr:ed forward.
cart?"
Washington was furious at the cowardice of the soldiers,
"Why · so?"
there being only fift y of them landed.
"Goodness knows, Oi have had enough, to-morrow bein'
Dashing his hat to the g round, he drew his sword, and
Sunda' an' the nebbors havin' J<ivin' me supploi se to lasht sparred forward, then halted.
over. widout makin' the poor horse carry hiip., too."
He t hen rode away from the danger zone with Dick at his
"Somebody must went mit der wagon to drove der horse, side.
ain't it?" asked Carl.
"Go at once and warn Putnam to leave the city, Dick," he
"Let both walk and lead the horse up the hill," s aid Dick. said.
"All righd, I do dot," said Carl, _g-ettin_g- down.
"Yes. your excellency," saluting.
patsy drove off without hjm, however.
In a moment he was off, Mark and the rest f ollowing.
"Hold ouid!" shouted Carl, "dere was somebody mit you
"Tell Bob to break camp and start t he Liberty Boys for
what you don'd was had."
.Harlem Heights at once," he said.
Then he ran ahead and caught hold of the tailboard of the
"All right."
cart.
Their horses wer e no match for D'ck':; Ma_ior, althoul!.'h
There were vegetables, hams, apples and various other Mark's big gray and. the matched sorrels of the t wo Harrys
things in boxes and batrels in that cart. ·
were all l!.'ood animals.
·
As it went up many of these things rolled down to the
Away r ode Dick like the wind t oward Putnam's JCamp.
end.
Mark and his f ellows lost no t ime and rot1e furiouslv to"Hold ouid, you said we should both walked," shouted Carl. ward their own camp.
"und Tick was said dot, too, alzo, besides."
The br:ig-ades of Pars.ons and Fellows hav :ng fl ed, many
Just then, whether by Carl's pull'ng . on it or by the without firinll.' a shot, the enemy landed wit hout opposition.
pressure of the load against it. the tailboard came out.
Then they had a ski rmish in t11e rear of t he Ki o house with
Carl suddenly sat down in the i:oad with a barrel of flour t he advance guard of Glover's brigade, who h ad now reached
in his lap and a miscellaneous collection of all sorts upon the scene.
and around J:i.im.
Scat teri ng- 1 the pat riot s, however, t hev marched nearly to
Bob set up a shout of laughter at Carl's plight.
the center or the island.
Patsy looked back, find :ng his load suddenly lightened in
Then they encamped upon the lncleberir. an eminence bethe most mysterious manner.
tween the present F ifth and Sixt h avenues, and Thirty-fifth
"Phwat are yez doin', Qookyspiller?" he shouted. "Who and Thirty-eil!.'hth st reet s.
towld yez to onload the cart? We're not to the camp yet."
The Americans ret reated to Bloominll.'dale, where they Pre" Dot wa_g-on was itself unload, I bet me. Come here once pa red to march to Harlem He'g-ht s.
·
und pulled me ouid mit dose dinll.'s."
Dick rode with all haste to Putnam's quarter s and delivPatsy got down and at once beg-an to laugh, Dick and Bob ered Washington's message.
joining.
The troops were a t once P'.lt in motion.
"Shtop dot laffing und pulled me ouid, I said. For why
Putnam, Knox and other officers knew lit tle of the island
you was went mitouid me, anyhow?"
beyond the entrenchments.
"Didn't yez say yez wor goin' to walk, Cookyspiller?"
They were g reatly perplexed, therefore, on learning that
"Ya. und vou. too, I bet me."
the enemy occuoied the east and middle roads.
\
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They knew of no other way among the woods and swamps I extend.ing in a line from Hom's Hook a~ross the island to
of the island , and gave themselves up for lost.
Bloommgdale..
. .
.
.
.
Dick Slater knew the island well h'Jwever.
Harlem Plams d1v1ded the hostile camps, and mght came
He at once offered to guide the t;oops to a place of safety. on firrd;ngo them both weary after the day's excitement, and
They left their quarters in hast e and reached a road lead- ready for rest.
ing from Greenwich· village to Blooming-dale.
They marched rap 'dly past the camp on the Incleberg,
when they were discovered by a patrol.
CHAPTER VIII.
1
Instantly the alarm was given.
A detachment of light infantry was sent in pursuit.
DICK AND THE SPY AGAIN.
The enemy came up with them near McGowan's pass . at
about the intersection of One Hundredth street and Eighth
The next morning Dick rode off on Major toward the Beek~
avenue.
man house.
.
The enemy beg-an fi ring- · sharpl y and at once a spirited
He was attired as an ordinary boy of the relriton. and very
skirmish began.
few would have taken him for what he was.
I
Then Dick heard a familiar cheer.
Taking the Harlem lane to the Bloomingdale road. he
"Liberty forever, down with the redcoats!" suddenly rang crossed over to Turtle Bay unmolested.
out.
Turtle Bay was between East Forty-fourth and FortyBob, Mark and the Liberty Boys were coming.
sixth streets, and boasted many fine residences.
"Forward, Liberty Boys!" cried Dick. "Forward, and drive
Secreting Major ' in the woods, Dick went' forward on foot.
back the redcoat s."
Nearing the Beekman mansion, he saw the spy, Fitz
Then he put himself at the head of the gallant lads and Hugh, in the road on horseback, talking to a man of the
charged the r edcoats.
neia-hborhood.
Musket s rattled and pistols cracked, sabers whistled and
Dick passed without recognition.
bullets sang, while the daring b.ovs cheered.
"As you say, Mr. Gordon," the man was saying. "there are
Dick's voice was heard above all the d 'n as he urged on many rebels hereabouts who--"
the indomitable fellows.
"Yes, and they goave information to Putnam or he would
The Iiirht infantry expected no such attack as this. for the have been captured."
bovs made a most furiou s charge.
Dick pressed on and entered a piece of woods beyond the
They had seen th e raw tro0ps of the patriot army flee house, where he was out of sight.
before a few, and that these boys should stand up against
"He does not suspect me.'' muttered Dick, "and I may be
them passed their understand ing.
able to learn much."
When those same boys actually fprced them back. and
Passing through the woods, he came out in the rear of the
then made them break and retreat, their chagrin knew no house.
bo-unds.
The occupants as well as their servants had left, and only
·
Ha'CiJlg dispersed the infantry, Dick and his resolute young General Howe and his staff were in it.
oatriot s now hur ried on and joined Putnam's force.
In the reari. as well as in the front, there were soldiers
Meanwhile, without knowing how near Putnam was, Gen- marching- up and down.
!!ral Howe, with Sir Henry Clinton, Governor William Lyons
As Dick advanced a sentry presented his musket.
and a f ew others, went to the house of Robert Murray, on
"That's very pooty.'' said Dick, "but I don't want it."
Murray Hill, for refreshments and rest:
"You can't pass here," said the sentry.
Mrs. Murray smilingly invited them to enter and had re"What for? I've always come here before. Have the
freshments placed before them.
Beekmans moved?"
"Yes.'' sharply.
It was a warm day and a Sunday to boot, the day's con"I want to know! Who lives here now?"
versation was witty and the cake and wine very toothsome,
;;General Sfr William Howe, of His Majesty's royal army."
and time fled rapidly under all these conditions.
Great snakes! What a lot of names. Do you call him all
For nearly two hours ' the good patriot lady detained the
warlike Britons while Putnam and his army passed in safety that when you want to speak to him?"
"What do you want here?"
along the Bloomingdale road to Harlem Heights.
"Why, I was going to see the cook, like I always done.
Here they r ested, many of them sleeping at nigoht in the
You got the same cook, haven't you?" ,
open air with nothing- but the sky a.hove them.
"No, everybody is new."
Dick received great praise not only for guiding the patriot
"H'm, they won't be half so good. Them new servants
army to a place of safety, but for bringing- up the Liberty
don't understand things like the old ones."
Boys and a ssa :ling the enemy so resolutely.
"Come, you can't stand here.'' with a snarl. "Are you a
"Sure it's foin e worruk fo r a Sunda' entoirely," said Patsy.
"Oi wor always taught that yez shud kape quiet on the Sab- rebel?"
"Me? Of course not. Rebels is terrible critters. with
bath."
,
·
'
"The better the day, the better the deed.'' laughed Ben horns and tails and fire coming out of their mouth."
"Who told you that?" with a laugh.
Spurlock. •
"The old woman down the lane. She knows all about it."
"Thrue for yez, Bin. an' so long as it wor batin' the rid"Well, go on, now. I can't stand talking to vou all day."
coats we wor, sure it's no s 'n at all."
"Waal, how'm I goin' to get my jackknife what I lent to
"Ofer PY Che.rmany where I was life," said Carl, "we was
doed eferydings on Sunday choost lige der oder days, afder the cook?' It was 'most new and I want it back."
"I don't know. He is not here any more."
we was to church went."
Dick passed around the side of the house · to the garden
"No wondher the Hessians are such haythins.'' laughed where
there was a sun dial.
P atsy. "Sure they do come from Germany, just loike yerNo one said anythjngo to him, and he presentlv strolled to
silf."
end of the spacious veranda and walked up the steps.
"Off you was said I was lige ein Hessian, I was hit you theThere
was a side · door. which was unlocked, and this he
by der mout. alretty," said Carl in pretended anger.
entered, finding- himself in a passage leading to the great
"That's because ye're wid us and have learned more sinse." main hall.
·
I
"Und I was nef er went back dere neider some more."
As he passed a partly open door he heard some one sav:
"That's nothing. There's a mamiy av thim phwat'll niver
"You must be more watchful, Gordon. The rebels should
goo back."
not have escaped us yesterday."
'
"Was dot so?"
"I could not be all over the island, your excellency," re"It's thruth Oi'm t ellin' yez."
turned the spy, whom Dick knew variously as Unkles and
"How yer was know dot?"
Fitz Hugh.
·
"It's the .dead wans Oi mane.'' laughed Patsy.
"It was your business to be all over it or over as much
"Humbug-! " said Carl.
·
of it as was likely to be covered by the rebels."
General Robertson, with a strong force, marched to take
"Yes, your excellency," mildly. "Have you any instrucpossession of the city, while General Howe made his head- tions?"
quarters in the elegant mansion of Jam es Beekman, at TurAt that moment Dick saw a familiar figure approaching.
tle Bay.
It was the hunchback.
Before sunset the British troops were encamped in a line
Dick signalled and went forward.

I
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He dragged the spy into the saddle, took away his pistols.
"Where are you going ? "
"In there. I have obtained papers which will admit me, and said:
"Vve'll go together, you slippery fellow. You're harder to
and--"
catch than many of your betters.''
"Your man Unkles is there. He is also called Gordon."
"Confound you, Slater, you were only pretending, after
"Unkles in there?" with a look of alarm.
all."
"Yes."
"Yes, and you might have known it, but come, you1
"And he knows me."
· friends are getting too near."
"Give me your papers."
Then Dick dashed forward, when presently from the othe1
The hunchback gave Dick a · packet.
direct:on there appeared a dozen redcoats, all well mounted
Dick glanced over them rapidly and said:
and comparatively fresh.
"Meet me in the woods on the river side?"
"Very good."
Dick then advanced to the door and pushed it open.
The spy glared at him and General Howe looked up.
CHAPTER IX.
"I have credentials from Governor Tryon," said Dick.
"This "is his excellency General Sir William Howe?"
FANNY CQMES TO CAMP.
"Yes. · You may go, Gordon."
The.-spy looked sharply .a t Dick, and then left by another
"Hello!" yelled the spy, "here is Dick Slater, the rebel
door.
Catch him, catch--"
"You have credentials from t~e Governor?"
Dick suddenly unseated the spy by a Quick move, an6
"Yes, your e -·~?llency."
then sent his horse flying ahead with a resounding slap nr
"Let me see them."
the flank.
Dick handed over the papers.
The redcoats had to open their ranks. to let him pass. av:J
"They seem proper enough. I shall want some one to
there was some confusion.
carry despatches. Have you a horse ?"
Then Dick shot down a path which he knew led to Bloom··
"Yes, your excellency.''
ingdale road.
"Very good. Wait a few moments. Pray be seated."
'"Catch him, catch the rebel!" yelled the spy, getting up.
Dick was about to take a seat when Unkles came suddenly
"That's Dick Slater, the rebel spy!".
dashing into the room.
.
A shower ?f bullets flew after Dick.
"That boy is a spy!' he cried. "He is Di~k Slater. He
and that hunchback, Short, work together, and I have---" . The trees mterfe1·ed, however, and none of the shots hit
. ,
A number of redcoats came running in, some with pistols , him.
tle se:r:it a fe~ back m re.turn, and then flew along the
and some with drawn swords.
.
.
Dick was out by the door by which he entered ln a mo- path, quickly bemg . out of sight.
The redcoats hesitated about following him after those
·
·
·
t
1
m~e· closed and locked it, and then flew down the passage few shots which fie"!' <langer?usly n~ar them.
obliged to ride m smgle file along the path.
They would
out upon the veranda and so down to the garden.
"I was afraid of his seeing the hunchback," said D:ck. and no one cared to take the lea?.
h.s horse, which the' redcoats had allowed
"H e suspec t ed me as it was • and that only. made him the to The
on. had lost
go SPY
'l.'he other party soon came up, and learned of Dick's est
h h . b t D' k
f
tc
surT·ehr.''
rc go cape.
ere was a great ou ry rom t e ouse, u
into the woods without being seen, and made his way to- . The spy said nothing of his own capture, but the second
party wanted to know why he had not held on to Dick when
ward the place where he had hidden Major.
"A little more and I wourd have had iqlportant despatches he had him.
"He surprised me and was off before I could stop him."
in my hands," he said to himself. "Well, better luck next
.
was the reply.
time, perhaps."
"But vou could have shot him, could you not?"
Spr"nging uoon Major he made his way to the road.
"I believe the fellow got the best of you after all. GorAs he reached it he saw the spy and a number of redcoats
don," lauirhed the leader of the first party. "Where are
riding along.
"There he is .now!" cried the spy. "I know that black your pistols?"
"In the holsters, and my horse has run away.''
horse. After the rebel! Remember, there is a reward for
The off'cer laid his finger aloni;rside his nose, and g-ave a
·
whoever takes him, alive or dead."
Dick went speeding along the road, the spy and the red- sig-nificant wink,. but said never a word.
"I'll fetch him, and then you'll see," the spy answered, setcoats after him.
•
At the very start it was seen that neither the redcoats nor ting- off along the road.
Meanwhile Dick kept on toward his own camp.
the spy had any chance of capturin1?' him.
"I shall have to be careful about t aking- Major out," he
He seemed to fairly fly, and yet Major was not going at
thou1('ht. "He is too well khoWJJ.''
full speed.
Reach .J11'!' the camp, he was warmly g-reeted by many of the
The sp.y's horse was better than those of the redcoats and
Liberty Boys.
he quickly shot ·ahead of the rest.
"You've been riding fast," said Bob. "Were you pur"If he wiU only come far enough I may capture him," was
sued?"
Dick's thought.
.. Yes. and I got caught between two fires, but fortunatel:y
He kept on for some little distance, till the spy was well
escaped.''
ahead of the redcoats.
"You have some extra pi stols." observed Mark. "How did
Then he began fo slacken h's speed as if he had reached
you g·et them, I'd like to know."
·
the limit of his endurance.
"Oh, I took them from my hatchet-faced acquaintance, Mr.
The spy began to gain on him, and urged his horse to
Fitz Hugh, or whatever · his name is."
greater speed.
"Hello, you've been hav:ng adventures while you were
Dick slackened his own still more.
away," laughed Ben. "Tell us all about them.''
Presently the spy was near enough to call out:
" All right," said Dick, as he made his way to his tent.
"Stop, you rebel, or ,I'll fire!"
.
l
Dick looked back and saw that the redcoats were still com- a score or more following him.
They were all interested in the recital, and Mark declared
ing on, although still well behind.
He rode less and less rapidly, and the spy gained upon him. that Dick never went out that someth:ng did not happen.
I Early in the afternoon Dick was out reconnoiterin_g- when
Then he stopped.
The spy came on swiftly, pistol in hand. but all of a sud- he saw a young girl on horseback approaching.
There seemed to be something familiar in her appearance,
den Dick shot towards him, caught his horse's bridle and
and he rode forward.
wheeled him.
As he came nearer he recogn:zed her as Fanny Oswald.
Then in an instant he had his own pistol at the spy's head.
"Now. Mr. Unkles, or Fitz Hugh, or Mr. Gordon, you'll the girl whom he and B.ob had saved from a serious accident
in the city a few days before.
come with me!" he hissed.
"Good-day, Miss Fanny," he said. "ls it not rather dangerThe spy tried to slip out of the saddle, but in a moment
ous uo in this neirzhborhood 7"
Dick had him bv the collar and berzan to shake him.
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a lot of cowru:ds. If we were to show our pistols, they would
"Why, Captain, I did not recognize you," Fanny replied.
?"
"You have friends up here?" continued Dick.
run like sheep."
"But they won't attack you while I am with you, surely.
"No, I am looking for friends. I was trying to fina your
•
"That's .lust when they would, the cowards.'' ang!ilY. "becamp."
cause they would think we would be too busy lookmi; after
"You have information for us, perhaps?"
"No, but, oh, Captain, you do not know how miserable I you to protect ourselves."
"Never mind, we will look after them if they get too trouam," and the gjrl seemed ready to break down.
.
blesome," said Dick.
"What is the trouble?" Dick asked kindly.
1The boys rode on, and now the To1:y bovs came rushm~
·
"My father wants me to marry."
"Well, most girls do not think that such a hardship," with forwarel, and it seemed as if nothing could prevent a <'Ollision.
a smile.
"No, but he insists upon my marrying a man whom I
neither love nor respect."
"That is different."
"He is an enemy to the country, he drinks 'and gambles,
CHAPTER X.
and I do not like him."
"When was this marriage to take place?"
TROUBLE WITH THE TORIES.
"At once, and so I ran away to find friends elsewhere, since
Dick and Bob rode on as if nothing were in the 'wav.
'
I could find none at home."
Their determined attitude caused the boys to halt .
"Where were you going?"
D'ck and Bob went straight ahead.
"AnyWhere, I care not where," excitedly.
The others fell back a few paces.
"Yes, but the country about here is - in a very much disThen on.e of their number, · a great, hulking, evil-looking
turbed condition, and thi:re may be. skirm!she~, at any• time.
.
.
bully, said, gruffly:
You say you have no friends m tlus section?
"No, put I thought that perhaps you could find a place 1 "Don't ver fall back for ther rebels. Give 'em a thrashmJ?,
there's enough on us."
where I could stay."
"Get out of the way, young Jones," said Bob. "Don't you
"I can, but not so near. It would be dangerous anyWhere
· .
see that we have a young lady with us?"
around here."
"Let her i;et out of the way then, while we're lick:n' yer. an'
"But you could find me a place? I have no one to trust
·
but you, Captain. It would not be right to go to William she won't get hurt."
"Clear the road," said Dick. in a tone of determination,
and--"
"I will take you to my mother's. You will be safe there, "or some of you will get hurt."
"We won't!" cried another of the bullies, pick:ng up. a
and you w!ll find many friends.~
"That will be the best place m the world. I know I can stone. "Yer killed my dad, an' I've swore ter P"et eYen .with
,
trust you, Captain. You are nothing to me, and if I am with yer."
your mother not the slightest breath of suspicion can be · Then he threw the stone, narrowly missing Ma.ior.
This boy was the son of the man who had killed Dick's
attached to either of us."
·
"No, and it can be said that you are visiting my sister, father.
It always angered Dick to have the matter brought up, and
having already met me."
he could scarcely control himself.
"Ver:l true. Is it far to your mother's house?"
"Come on. Bob." h2 said.
"Less than twenty miles. I can get you a fresh horse."
Leaping from the saddle, he sPl'ang forward.
"Perhaps it will be• as well. I have come from the ·c ity on
Bob was at his side in a moment.
this one."
Although the bullies were six to one, the young patriots
They returned to the camp, the boys being surprised to see
showed no fear of them.
Fanny, but saying· nothing.
Dashing forward, Dick attacked young Scrogi;s fiercelv.
/
Bob recognized her, of course, and came forward.
Bob at the same moment began pummeling young Jones
He greeted her cordially, but asked no questions, suspectvigorously.
ing. however, what had brought her to the camp.
Fanny did not leave all of the work to the two boys , how"Get your horse, Bob," said Dick, "and get a fresh one for
ever.
.
Miss Oswald. We will go up to our homes."
She l'ode right among the Tory bullies and began slashing
"All right, Dick." and Bob ran off, while Fanny dismounted,
at them with her riding- whip, right and left.
with Dick's assistance.
She gave a number of them some severe cuts before they
The boys lived up in Westchester, between Tarrytown and
broke and fled.
White Plains.
Dick and Bob did not confine thei1· attentions to Scrog·gs
Dick's mother was a widow, her hu sband having been killed
by a trt!acherous Tory neighbor at the beginning of the war. and Jones.
They attacked others with equal vim.
Dick had shot the murderer, giving- him a mortal wound .
They received some blows, of course, but they were nothbut the shock of her husband's death had greatly affected
I
ing to the blows they gave.
the poor woman. and she was almost a confirmed invalid.
In a short time the Tories all fled, leaving the young
Dick's sister, Edith, was Bob's sweetheart, while his own
sweetheart was Bob's sister, Alice, the two boys being thus patriot masters of the field.
They then mounted their horses and rode on.
like brothers, as , well as the closest of friends.
"You did not want us to have all the fun of thrashin~ those
In a short time Bob returned with a fresh horse for Fanny
·
and his own.
1 Tories. did you, ,,Miss Fanny?" laughed Bob.
"Why, I was /afraid there were too many for you, and I
They were all in the saddle in a short time and riding off
did not see why I should not do somethin'g," was the revly.
at a good pace.
"There were not so many, as such fellows go," laughed
The day was not too warm, the country was open, the
roads were hard after a recent rain, and the boys and their Bob.
"We are just as much obliged to you, though," added Dick.
companion made good progress.
The bull1es did not trouble the boys again, and they soon
Mile after mile was left behind, and at last they were
reached Dick's house.
within a mile or two of Dick's house.
Here they found Alice, as well as Edith.
Then they suddenly saw a crowd of a dozen or more roughIn fact the two girls were nearly as insepa~ble as their
looking boys coming- toward them.
Some of them bigger than Dick and Bob, while the ma- bl'Others, being often together .
"Why, we did not expect to see you so soon," said Alice,
.iority of them were as large, if not so well bullt.
"although we heard that you had left New York."
"Look out for trouble, Dick," said Bob.
"Yes, my girl," said Dick, "and in a hurry. too. We would
"Yes, I am afraid the"'e may be some."
At that moment the boys espied Dick and Bob, and set not. have been up here now, except for a certain matter."
The bovs and Fanny dismounted, and went in, and then
up a shout.
"Those ou-e a lot of Tory bullies. Miss Fanny,'' said Dick. Dick introduced Fanny.
"I am sure that we will make you welcome, my dear, for
"We have trouble every time we m,eet."
"Yes. they seem to be coming this way, and some of them brother's sake as well as your own." said Edith.
"You are very kind, and I had no idea that I would be. so
.
are picking up sticks."
"Don't be alarmE?d, Miss Fanny,'' said Bob. ,"They are only pleasantly situ~ted,'' said Fanny.
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"And how are you, mother, d~ar?" a sked Dick, kissing his , The boys reached the camp at dusk and were warmly wel
co med.
mother.
"Very well, my son, or very well for me. I am sorry you
"Any adventures?" asked Mark, scarcely expectin!l' that
have been obliged to leave New York, but I suppose it was the boys would have anything to tell, however.
"Two little ones," said Bob. "We thrashed some of those
inevitable."
"Yes , but the war is not over, and we will be back in New Tory bullies, and the young lady took a hand and did herself
York a g ain, one of these days."
great credit ."
''I hope so, Dick, but it may not be for some time." put in
"And thei r fathers tried to make trouble, I suppose, and
Bob; "but we can stay only a little while as we must ret urn you backed them down?"
"Exact ly. You are a seer, Mark."
to camp."
• "You will at leasl; stay and have supper, brother.w said
"H'm . one thing is always followed by the other, as surely
a s night follows day."
Edith.
.
"If you have it at once, yes, but we have a ride before us.
"And as surely as a thrashinJ? follows impudence on the
and we don't know what might happen in our absence."
part of those bullies," laughed Ben.
"But Mark is in charge of t he Liberty Boys," said Alice,
"and .he is a thoroughly reliable boy."
.
"Yes, but Mark isn't Dick," sa :d Bob," and Harlem Plams
are all that divides · the enemy from us."
-CHAPTER XL
"Then they don't i·eally need you, brother Bob?" said
Alice. teasingly. "You don't consider that you are indisA VISIT FROM FANNY'S FATHER.
pensable ? Most boys do, you know."
"And sorp.e girls are pretty saucy," laughed Bob. "No, the
Early the next morning the enemy wa s discovered making
boys could get on without me, of course, but I should hate to
their way by McGowan's pass to H arlem P lains.
m 'ss the fun, all the same, if anything happened."
PutI\am at once sent the Liberty Boys to meet Brigadier
The two girls l)resently prepared a light supper, Fanny
L eslie and· hold him in check.
helping them.
.
Away dashed the dauntless boys, with Dick at their head.
Then they all sat down and enjoyed a very pleasant meal.
They met the enemy at the head of a rocky gor11:e and at
Dick's mother presiding, although the girls did· all the work.
Shortly after supper, Dick and Bob sprang upon their once opened fir e upon· them.
"Down with the redcoats, Liberty Boys !" shouted Dick.
horses and rode away.
They had · gone about two miles when they saw a number "Charge!"
"Liberty foreve r , away wi th the redcoats !" roa red the galof men standing in the road ahead of them.
O~e or two of them were mounted, but the majorit y were lant lads a s they dashed forward.
Musk ets r attled, pistols cracked and there was a terrific
on foot.
"There are Jones and Wilkins, and Harris, and a lot ;nore din.
of those Tories," said Bob.
The plucky f ellows fought bravely, and fo r a time held the
"Yes, coming to make trouble for our thrashing their enemy in check.
sneaking bullies of sons," said Dick, indignantly.
.\['hen , as t he enemy pressed forward in great numbers.
"They may get more than they want," with "animation. "I Putnam recalled them.
am not go in~ to be browbeaten by any hulking Toty. w
He had other uses for them, which an aide rapidly exYoung Jones' father was little better than Ml outlaw. while plained.
nohe of •the others pore any too itood a reputation in the
A way dashed the gallant lads through a pass and beyond
district.
a range of t wo hiUs.
As the boys approached, Hank Jones tode forward and
Here they dismounted and waited for t he enerp.y to come
said:
on.
· "Look ahere, Slater, I want this here thinS!' to stop. You've
Just below the crest of a slight hill, Putnam had planted a
been abusin' of my boy scandalous and~"
battery, or what looked like one.
"And he has been going around quietly mindinJ? his own
The guns were wooden , however , and there were very few
business and not annoying any one, I suppose," answered men behind them.
Dick. in a tone of sarcasm.
Putnam' plan wa s to get the enemy to cha r ge ·up the hill
"Well, you didn't have no call to take a whip to him, any- at the su p po s~d battery, and then to flank them.
how," with a snarl:
It was a very clever nise, and th e Liberty E oys were to
"I did not. I never carry dne."
take a prominent part in carrying it out.
"He says you did, and ! seen a welt on his back."
The boys lay secreted behind r ocks and bushes awaiting
"I got at 'Shorter range than a wliip would allow," laughed the approach of the eneITJ.y.
Bob. "Did you see the black eye I gave him, or was his face
Having driven bacll their fo es, the Br itish came on in
too dirty?"
great force.
'
Some of-the men began to laugh, and Jones scowled.
They Ptesentl y saw the battery on the hill and chased
"You hit young Scroggs," said he , a ddressinit Dick, "an' toward it.
he~s the son of a friend of mine. Hank ScroitgB and m:e was
The Libert y Boys lay .concealed awaiting- the moment to
pals, and I'm ergoin' ter look after his boy, anti J. won't - -" sp ring out.
"You and Hank Scroggs were t wo of the itreatest scounThe batt ery wa s a tempt ing prize.
drels in Westchester," said Dick, firmly.
The enem y determined to capture it, and tu rn the guns
"Now, look here, that sort o' t alk is- - "
against the patriots.
"Hank Scroggs killed my father in cold blood. a nd it is
Putnam's clever ruse pr om1sed t o suc,·eed.
suspected that you have fired upon men in the dark . Hank
On came the enemy with a shout.
Jones."
·
A few shots were fired from t he hilltop as they rushed fo r "I never--"
ward.
"Your son, Scroggs, and a dozen others attacked us t his
TJ-oese seemed only to incite the enem y to 11:reater vigor.
afternoon, and we thrashed them. That's all there is to it.
Now the wished-for moment appr,Oached.
·
Get out of the way. We are in haste."
As t he British went dashing up the hill t oward the supDick then rode ahead, Bob at his side.
posed batteries, Dick and his gallant lads arose from beThe determined attitude of the young patriot had its effect h£nd the rocks and bushes on the right and poured in a
upon Jones.
g-al!ing fire which greatly thinned t he enemy's ranks.
Instead of begging for mercy, Dick had shown t hat he
It was a brilliant flank movement , which wa s entirely unwas not to be intimidated, and that ii it came to a fi11:ht. he expect ed.
and Bob could hold their own with them as well as they had
"Charge !" cried Dick. "Down with the redcoats !"
done with the youn11:er bullies.
With a r inging cheer the brave boys charger! in a solid
They now rode off at a gallop, leaving the Tories stand :n11: colnmn . fairly hurling themselves upon the redcoat s.
in the road.
The British, being on the side of a hill , were at a disad"That's the way to settle them." said Dick.
vant ag e, t he boys charging upon the level.
"I believe you," laughed Bob. "They backed down a s nice
Putnam n ow sent forwar d a body of his t roops to attack
as you please."
·
the enemy's other flank.
"And they always will if you put on a bold front."
Beset on t wo sides. the redcoats rushed up the hill to find
4
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that the battery they had expected to capture was but a
"Against this deformed villain, here, eh? Well, that was
sham.
something."
'! 'hen the patriots closed in upon them and sent them flying ' "No, but against you, who would force her to marry a man
down the hill.
she detested against her will."
Washington had now arrived upon the scene, and he
"Where is she?"
quickly sent reinforcements to drive back the enemy in case
"Safe."
,
more of them appeared.
"I must know. She is not of age. I can make her do
The redcoats were driven back to the pass. and Washing- what I please."
ton ordered a halt, fearing an ambush.
"I do not think so. I do not believe the law would let you
The British strengthened McGowan's Pass and · 1n1arded sacrifice her happiness in that way."
their flanks by placing armed ships in the North and East
"That's not for you to decide. Where is she?"
rivers.
"In a safe place, I told you."
. The Americans entrenched themselves more strongly upon · "Does this crippled scoundrel know where she is?"
Harlem Heights and awaited Howe's next move.
"No, but let me tell you, sir, that if you offer any guest of
The Liberty Boys returned to their camp, meanwhile, and 1 mine any further insults, I shall have you put out of this
held themselves in readiness to obey any ·orders at the slight- camp."
est notice.
"Do you know who I am. sir?" with a snarl.
Shortly after dinner, as the Liberty Boys were resting in
"A very self-important, most disagreeable Person."
camp, the hunchback rode up.
·
"Very well, sir. We will see if you can defy me." sputHe dismounted and went to Dick's tent.
tered Oswald. "You will hear from me again, sir," and the
"You had quite a brush with the enemy this morning," he angry man left the camp.
said, as Dick came out.
"Yes, and flanked them."
"So I understand. I quite envy you your form and
strength," sadly. "None of this glory for me."
CHAPTER XII.
"Still. you can serve your country in other ways."
"Yes, but only to a limited extent. It is impossible fo r
IN THE BRITISH CAMP.
me to disguise myself, and once I am known in one place I
am obliged to go elsewhere."
"Do you think he can force her into this hateful marriage,
"True," ·said Dick, "but you at least serve your country, Cantain ?" asked the spy.
and have that satisfaction."
"No. I do not."
"Yes, there is something in that."
"Can he prevent her marrying any one else?"
"By the way," Dick added, "Miss Oswald is at my house.
"No, but there may be conditions in his will which would
in Westchester."
disinher:t her if she married without his consent."
"At your house?" flushing.
"Very likely."
"At my mother's. She has left her father's house became
"Ts he a man of wealth?"
he wanted to marrv her at once to a Tory whom she de"He is considered so, but this Tory to whom he wished to
spises."
,,. marry her is much more so."
"Yes, I know him."
"Is he really', or is he only thought to be?"
"She came to me yesterday, and Bob and I to,ok her up
"I don't know. He is said to be very wealthy?"
to my mother's house."
"What is his name·?"
"It was kind of you . . I knew nothing of this, of course, as
"William Redding, but he is called old Bill Redding, more
it was impossible to go into the city."
than anything else."
"No, of course not. She is safe there, and will be of use
"Where does he live?"
to my sister, as my mother is an invalid."
"In Pearl street, near Partition street, in a little old
"Yes, and I don'.t know of a better place."
house of two stories."
He did not seem altogether satisfied, however, although
"Perhaps his wealth has been overstated and perhaps he
he spoke so fairly.
wants a rich wife."
It seemed as if he would liked it better if Fanny had gone
"Very true.''
to any house but Dick's.
"We shall have to look the matter up. When next I go to
"You are very kind," he said again, "and I esteem it a the city I will give it my attention.''
favor 'to me as much as to Miss Oswald. Her father will be
"And Fanny-Miss Oswald, will be safe in the meantime?"
furious, no doubt."
"Perfectly so.''
"He can control her actions, I suppose? She is under
"That is enough. I have work to do and must go. Thank
' age?"
you!"
"She is twenty: an age at which ma:\v girls are married."
"What do you think now, Bob?" asked Dick, when Short
"Very true. but not yet of legal age. '
had gone.
·
At that moment Sam Sanderson came up and said:
Bob had heard all the conversation.
"There is an elderly man to see you, Dick. He says his
"I think he is more envious than jealous. He is not afraid
name is Oswald."
that Miss Oswald will fall in love with you, but he wishes
"Fanny's father." muttered the hunchback. "Why should that he· had- done what you have.''
he come here? How did he know that--"
"That is more like it," .with a smile.
· "He may have 1n1essed," said Dick, "knowing that Bob and
"Do you think you will h~ar from this peppery gentleman
I saved her from a bad accident."
again?"
"H'm! I suppose so. Are you going to see him?"
"Perhaps," shortly.
' "Certainly. Why not? Bring · the gentleman here, Sam."
"You do not seem to be worrying over it." smiling.
Sam went away, soon returning with a man dressed rather
"No, I am not. I think we will be able to manage him."
shabbily and walking with a heavv stick.
For the rest of that day and the next the enemy were
"What have you done with my daughter, sir?" he de- quiet and made no attempt to attack the patriots.
manded. ·
Howe evidently thought that they were too strongly enThen, seeing William Short, he shook his cane angrily and trenched on Harlem Heights and made no attempts to dissaid:
lodge them.
"Ha! So you are here, too, are you? What have :vou
If he could not approach them from the south, however.
done with my daughter, you 'mis-shapen--"
he might try to do so from some other direction.
"Nothing," said Short, coloring. "I have not seen her
The commander-in-chief was suspicious of the British comsince the British entered the city."
mander. and made every effort to learn his intentions.
"I don't believe you. You have stolen her. Where is
Sending for Dick on the second dav after the affair at
she?" and the angry man shook h;s cane violently.
McGowan's Pass, he said:
"I know where your daughter is, sir," said Dick, coolly,
"Dick, I want you to see what Howe is doing-if you can."
"so there is no use abusing this gentleman."
"Very good, your excellency," said Dick, saluting.
"Oh, you do, eh? So it is you who have stolen her, eh?
"You are famed as a spy, Dick, and I have myself seen
Well, vou are better looking than this fellow, at all events." what you can do."
"I have not stolen her. She came here yesterday and
"I always try to do my best. your excellency."
asked for my protection."
"And you do it, Dick.'' with a smile

•.
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Dick said nothing- and; after looking at the g-round for a
"Is that so?" h~ asked.
"It certainly 's, and that ain't all, neither."
minute or two, the commander said:
"Make your way into the British camp, to Howe's head"What else did you find out?" .
.
quarters, if possible; and learn all you can."
Dick g-ave a few bits of minor information.
'T w :ll do so. your excellency."
"You are sure of all this?" asked the serg-eant.
"It is a dangerous undertaking, Dick."
"Of course I am. Wasn't I in the rebel camp? How would
"That is nothing-, sir, since you wish it," briefly.
I find 'em out, if I wa'n't ?"
"You never take papers or anything- that mig-ht betray
They were now riding foward the l;nes.
you?"
As they reached then a lieutenant and half a dozen men
"Never, your excellency.''
came out.
"Good! You are a wise boy, Dick."
"Got a prisoner, J enkinson?" enquired the officer.
·
"Thank you, your exceliency. There are no more instruc"No, sir, he is a spy that has just made his escape through
tions?"
the rebel 'lines and has obtained valuable information. "
"Say you so, Jenkinson?" in g-reat astonishment.
"No Dick. Do this as soon as possible, but do not make
any unseemly haste which might jeopardize y-0ur iundertak"Yes, sir. You had better question him."
ing-."
"What have you learned, boy?" asked t he lieutenant.
.
·
Dick repeated what he had told the sergeant, and added
"No, your excellency.''
"Arid say nothing to any one about it, except to those who a few more points.
.
He was betraying- no confidences in doing this, for the inyou know you can trust.''
"I shall maintain a discreet silence, General.''
formation was all such as the g-eneral already possessed.
"If you need money, make a requisition on the paymaster.''
It showed that he knew what he was talking- about, how"I hav,e al~ I need. That is all?"
ever, and no one suspected him.
"That is all. D!ck."
,
They had seen him pursued part of the way across the
Dick then saluted p.nd withdrew.
nlains. and had heard the shots and had seen the bullet ho1es
.
Returning- to the camp, he found Bob and Mark and i;pld in his hat and coat.
He was .allowed to enter the camu and was tak~n before a
the'U of his errand.
"The general thinks that Howe is about to make some colonel, t o whom he g-ave more information.
counter move," he added, "and wants me to discover wl:at
He told nothing which Howe did not already know, however, and so violated no oaths.
·
'it is.''
"If anybody can do it, you can. Dick." said Bob. :
"This is most important if true," Dick heard the colonel
"I hoPe so, at any rate, and I shall do my best."
say. "Sir William must know th!s. It may chang-e his
Disg-uising- himself, he set off on horseback for the Brit- Pl~ns.''
ish camp.
And w~at these will be, I must learn at all hazards."
He. did not take Ma.ior, as the noble animal was too_well , t~ought Dick.
known t1o the enemy.
Bv alf arrangement made with the patriot sold "ers, he
was fired upon as he left the American lines and chased part
of the way across the plains by a party on horseback.
CHAPTER XIII.
He had already had shots put throug-h his hat and coat
so that it would seem as if he had had a narrow escape.
A TRYING ORDEAL.
N.earing the British lines, a party of the enemy came out
to meet him.
•
Genera! Howe's quarters wdre in the Beekman house. as
"So, the l"ebels g-ave you a chase, did they?" asked a big- Dick knew.
.
red-headed serg-eant.
The general was not th.en in camu. and messen gers were
"They ce.r tainly did." with a laug-h.
sent to him to convey the information Dick had given.
"Did you get hit?"
Dick told the colonel much more than he had told anv one
"Well, I dt'lnno, but 'pears to me the bullets come pretty . else. but none of it could make mischief. he knew.
nigh me."
He was allowed to roam at will th rough the camp, beinl?'
regarded as a British suy.
Then he took off his hat and looked at it.
"My sakes! there's two bullet holes now," he exclaimed.
The off'cers and men laughed at his odd speeches and con"Them were pretty close, I tell you!"
sidered him rather simple minded, but none of them suspected him.
"Yes, and here are two or three in your coat."
"Huh! that'll need mend "n'. sure enouii:h. I'll make .them
Presently Dick saw the spy of many names ap~roaching-,
rebeis pay the bill,' you bet."
He could alter his expression completely by relaxing- cerThe redcoats laug-hed, and the sergeant said:
tai11 muscles. turn'ng- his eyes in such a manner that they
"I reckon you'll have some trouble in g-etting- them to do looked entirely different from their natural way.
.
it.''
He could also put his nose and mouth to look entirely d'i f"Waal, mebby I shot some holes in their coats. too. for I ferent from their usual appearance.
·
fired at 'em myself.''
When the spy came up, he looked scrutinizing-ly at Dick
"Were you in the rebel camp?" asked the sergeant.
~ut failed to identify him.
·'
'
"I -certainly was, and I had a lively time getting out of it."
"So you have been in the rebel .camp . have you?"
"What were you doing there?"
"I certainly have.''
"Spying. of course. Did you thirik I went there to .iine
"Hpw long have you been a spy?"
the rebels?"
"Quite some time."
"I have never met you.''
There was a g-eneral laug-h at this.
)
"So you are not a rebel yourself?" the serg-eant ques"WaaJ, you don't kn qw everybody, do you?"
tioned.
"Why. no, I suppose not. but I know a great many sp!es."
"Waal, I guess not!" ind ig-nantly. "I ain't no rebel."
"What's your name ? 'Pears to me I can't place ·you my·
·
Dick never recog-nized the word "rebel" as applied to self.''
patriots.
"I am known by several names. You can call me Ransom."
"And did you learn anything-?"
"Huh! done something, have you, and had to chanii:e your
name?"
"I certainly did," mysteriously.
"What did you learn?" eagerly.
There were many smiles. and it was easy to see that
"Be you the gen'ral ?" returned Dick. "I can't tell nobody the spy's reputation was not of the best.
but the gin'ral."
"Diel you see Dick Slater in the rebel camp?" the man
·
,
"No. I am not the general. but you can tell me just the a sked, coloring.
same.''
"Yes, I saw him. I'm just as good a SPY as he is."
"It's all right, is it?"
"You are, eh ? "
"Certainly.''
"Certainly. See that hole in my hat? He put that there.
Then Dick told certain thing-s which were already known I'll put a hole in his'n fur doing that."
"Is Slater in the rebel camp now?"
• to the leaders.
The serii:eant evidently did not know them, for he seemed
"Waal, I couldn't tell you where he is now. .He left it
w h<>n I did-" ,
srreatlv astonished.
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"Look out for Slater," said the man. !'He's a handsome
fellow, well built, with brown hair and g-ray-blue eyes. He
will no doubt try to epter our camp."
Dick now stooped; his eyes seemed to be a different color.
and he had sanded his hair with yellow ochre. so that it
looked much lig-hter than ordinary.
No one, not even the spy, who was looking- at Dick as he
spoke, suspected who he was.
"We'll keep a watch for him," s'aid one or two.
"Yes, he won't get in here, you may be certain." others
added.
It was a trying ordeal for Dick Slater.
He passed through it successfully, as not one of the men
about him guessed his identity.
"Where have you been?" asked Fitz Hugh. "You say you
are as g-ood a spy as Slater?"
." Every bit, Mr: Rawson."
"Ransom, I said."
"Oh, did you. What's your other name?"
"Neyer mind what it is," with a snarl. What's yours?"
"Jim. Hain't you got any?"
"Oh, to be sure. I didn't know you meant that. My name
is Henry."
"Oh. that's all right. They's been a King- Henry, hasn't
they?"
"Yes, eight of them."
"I want to know! All at once?" ·
"No, you fool, of course not."
.1 "Huh! They's three Georges, ain't they? They must be
all at once or they couldn't be three. could they?"
"Well, they are not all at once. There have ·been three
.
altogether."
"I don't see no difference betwe'en all together and all to
once," snorted Dick, turning away. "Maybe I ain't such a
big fool l\S I think."
Many of the redcoats smiled, and some of them even
laughed.
Dick had tethered his horse, but he presently got hold of
another, quietly, and a better one than the one he had ridden.
Fitz Hugh did not follow him, and shortly the lieutenant
met him behind a tent and said:
"You are the spy who escaped from the rebel camf>?"
·
:;Yes, that's me."
But that isn't your horse?"
"No, of course not, but you see, I am going- back there
presently, and I don't want them to know· me."
"Yes, but you have the same clothes."
"Huh! that's all right. Look here."
Dick wore a three-cornered hat.
He now took it, manipulated the brim rapidly and made
a round hat of it.
"Ha, very good," laughed the officer.
"Now look o' this."
He then took off his coat and'" rapidly turned it inside ·out.
It was brown before, and now it was gray with green
lapels and pockets.
"Well, I declare I" the officer said in astonishment.
"An' here's something else."
Dick turned back .the flaps of his waistcoat and fastened
them at the · sides, the garment beinR" nqw a dark red instead
,
of brown.
"Why, you are quite a turncoat, are you not?" with a
laugh.
;;Yes, 'cept in politics, an' I don't change them."
Very goodJ but won't they know your face?"
"Of course not," and Dick assumed something m9re like
his natural look.
"Why, I declare, you are a wonder. I wouldn't have known
·
you for the same person."
"And I don't always talk in that foolish fashion either,
lieutenant," answered Dick in his natural tone, "so you see I
·
·
am safe."
"I should say you were," laughing.
They had come out into the company street, and in a few
moments the colonel approached.
They both saluted, and the lieutenant said:
"This is the spy you need, sir. He is going- back to the
rebel camp and has made many changes in his appearance."
"I see. You think you can get more information?"
"I am sure of it. They won't be lookiJ:lg for me, and I'll
goo in at a different place."
"Very good. When do you start?"

•

"Whenever the general wishes. The sentries must know
that I have permission."
"To be sure. Wait a· few minutes. You may wait in my
te,nt."
,
"Very good."
The lieutenant showed Dick the colonel's tent and left him
in it.
In a few minutes the colonel and an aide-de-camp approached.
"The general is going to make a flank movement on the
enemy, going through Hurlgate and landing- at Throck's
Neck, the aid said, using the pronunciation then in vogue
among the British.
A man named Throck-Morton oriidnallv owned the low
peninsula jutting into the ·East River from Westchester. six,
teen miles from the city.
It was variously called Throck's, Throg's and Frog's Neck,
and its present name of Throggs' Neck has been used for
generations.
"So as to get in the rear of Mr. Washington and the
rebels, eh?"
"Yes, and you are to take part in the movement."
.
"Very good."
The colonel entered his tent, finding Dick apf:>arentl"v
asleep.
He made a noise and Dick arose, saying confusedly:
"1 beg your pardon, sir. It is a warm day, and it was
quiet ·in here ·and--"
"That is all right, you are excused. Are: you 'ready to
leave the camp?"
"Quite ready, sir," was Dick's reply,
"Be careful that the rebels do not capture you." with a
laugh.
"Oa, I will look out for that," and Dick left the tent.
"He does not know anything, even if they do," s:i.id ' the
colonel in a low voice.
. Very few ears could have caught the sound, but Di<4k Slater
had exceedingly keen hearing'.
"!(ore than you think," he said to himself as he mounted
the horse he had taken.
He passed Fitz Hugh without being recognized, although
the spy had talked with him not more than twenty minutes
.
before.
He left the camp at a «itferent point from where he had
entered it and rode off at a g-allop.
camp he was challenged by Patsy.
~eaching his
Phwat do yez want, an' who are vez, me bye?"
, "Oh, I'ye _just come fQrin the British camp, ·an' I ;yanter
see ef this 1s as g-ood as theirs."
"Go on wid yez. Ye're a spoy, Oi do belave"
"Of course I am Patsy," laughed Dick, "a~d I have .iust
come from the British camp, as I said."
"Sure it's J?ick Slater himself. Well, well, Oi wud ~iver
have belaved 1t1"
"You ar~ not t h e on1y o;ne I have deceived to-day, Patsy,"
'
laugheq Dick, as he went m, leading his horse.

°'-wn

CHAPTER XIV.·
I
ANOTHER CLEVER FLANK MOVEMENT.

Bob and Mark met . Dick and noticed his altered appearance.
"You have chang'ed your coat and have come back with a
different horse," said Mark.
"And fooled that spy, Unkles. Fitz Hug-h, Gordon, Ranson,
or whatever his name may be," with a laul\"h.
"So you met him?" said Bob.
"Yes, twice, and fooled him both times."
Dick then put on his uniform, got Major, and rode away
·
,.
to Washing-ton's quarters.
The g'eneral was k-reatly surprised to see him so soon, and
to learn that he had returned from the Brit'sh camp.
He listened attentively to all that Dick told him, and at
length, after pondering deeply for a few moments. said:
"Hold yourself and your Liberty Boys in readiness, Dick,
.
to l\"O to Throck's Neck at short notice."
"Yes, your excellency."
"You may be able to flank the enemy al\"ai~Dick," with a
·
smile.
"We shall certainly try to do so. General."
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"Howe is trying to get in our rear, and we must try and
The boys marched in the early morning and when arrivprevent him," said Washington, with the confidential manner ing in the neighborhood of Throck's Neck, found that some
which he often used to his subordinates, and which so en- of the British had already landed.
cleared hi~ to them.
The Liberty Boys took up a strong position ,and kept an
'"'l'lle Li'.:>el'ty Boys will do all they can to prevent him, eye upon the enemy.
General," said D:ck.
The next day Uick, r iding toward the neck, saw that the
.he shortly took his leave and returned to camp.
enemy were about to · advance.
Shortly afterward William Short came in.
H1.1rrying back to the camp he sent forward a part of the
"You have not heard from Fanny, from Miss Oswald, have Liberty Boys to make a pretended attack upon the redcoats.
you, Captain?" Short asked.
Holding the rest of his Liberty Boys in a wood hidden from
"No, I have not."
the enemy he y;aited.
"Nor seen her father since?"
Bob led the attacking party.
"No."
They advanced with a :r-1sh, the enemy hurrying on to meet
"Do you suppose he can find out where you live?"
them.
"I do not see .how he can. Even if he did, it would do him
Then Bob dashed off, leading the enemy after hitn.
little good."
At once Dick and the main body of the Liberty Boys at"Did you know that there is a movement on the part of the tacked the enemy on the flank and inflicted considerable
enemy toward some part of Westchester?"
punishment.
"Is that so?"
"Liberty forever, let them have it!" shouted the plucky
"Yes. They say that one or more detachments are to be fellows as they dashed forward, firing volley after volley.
sent to some point in our rear."
The British fell back across a bridge leading to a cause"You don't know which one it is?"
way, but presently rallied to attack the brave boys in irreater
"No. but I am going to find out."
numbers.
D'ck did not think it necessary to tell the spt,r what he had
Dick was prepared for this.
already learned.
,
"Axes, boys!" he cried.
It was not that he distrusfod the spy, for he did not, but
A score of the brave fellows rushed forward with axes and
he never told anyone except his closest friends what he began to attack the bridge.
learned when on secret missions.
The rest of them held back the enemy with a well-directed
Shor·t Presently went away, and an hour later Fanny's fire.
father came to
the camp.
The axes flew and the chips jumped about in all directions.
"Are you prep:ued to give up my daughter?" he said,
The enemy tried to cross, but the bridge was not a wide
angrily.
oµe, and the boys held them at bay.
"She is not here," 8aid Dick.
At last the timbers gave way and the brid~e fell with &
"But you know where she is, I suppose?"
crash and drifted away.
~
"I know to the contrary, she may have gone away."
The Liberty Boys set up a hearty cheer at the succen of
This seemed to set the inan to thinking.
Dick's move.
"You don't know that she has gone?" he asked.
Th~ British would be kept prisoners on the Neck for a
"No, nor do I know that she has not." ·
time, and the boys were greatly elated.
.
"\.Veil. I want you to find out where she· is, and let me know
"The saucy young rebels ~ot the best of Sir William thaa
immediately. She is · going to be married."
time," laughed Bob.
"Does she know this?" in a Quizz'ng tone.
"She knows 'what her plain duty is, and she must follow it.
You may tell her from me that I insist upon it."
"I think she already knows what vou wish, and is deterCHAPTER XV.
m ·oecl not to do it, so it will be of little use for me to deliver any such message."
AN OLD ACQUAINTANOll.
"If she does not return by to-morrow, I shall hold you personally i·esponsible for her absence, and have you compelled
The iberty Boys kept a sharp lookout on the redcoatl at
to produce her."
the Neck, and also along shore, to see that other enemies
Dick siµiply dmilecl.
did not land.
"TTY it," he said. "Now, if you have nothin_g- more to say
'l'hey were not left alone to watch the redcoats.
to me, I must request you to take your leave."
Hand's riflemen and other bodies of patriots encamped m
"Yori will find yourself in trouble if you keep my dau.!('hter the neighborhood.
h'dden. Mr. Henry Ransom is a lawyer who--"
The nex.t day Knyphausen and his Hessians landed at
"Who is the gentleman?" asked Dick. interested.
Myers' Point.- near New Rochelle, while another party of
"He is the gentleman whom my daughter is going to British landed from Montr~ssor's
Island and Flushing.
marry. He is an able fawy er and--"
Washington now sent General Heath to oppose the progress
"Very good, I will try and see him shortly.''
of the enemy and occupy lower Westchester.
"But he lives in New York, and if you go there you will be
A redoubt was thrown up on the hills near William's
arrested."
Bridge, and all the passes to Kingsbridge were well guarded.
"I have ways of · escaping arrest," dryly. "I will see this
There was a large detachment at White Plains making inperson shortly."
trenchments, and everywhere the patriots were preparing to
Dick then beckoned to the · two Harrys, who were passing. hold back the enemy.
"Show this person out, boys," he said.
The causeways to Throck's Neck and Pell's Neck were well
Oswald went away sputtering and threatening all sort of guarded, and an alarm would p.ave been raised
in an instant
punishment to Dick.
if an attempt to cross had been made.
"I wonder if it is," Dfok thought. "The fellow has half a
The Libertv Boys guarded the way to Throck's N eek, for
<lozen names or more, and this may be one of them. If so ·t was thought that Howe might attempt to cross even if
I can ·see his motive. He thinks Fanny is rich, and he wants the bridge was down.
her money more than herself."
Some of the Liberty Boys on guard that first night heard
Later in the afternoon Dick received .orders to go to suspicious sounds from Throck's Neck.
Th rock's N eek the first thing in the morning and take up a
S:gnals were sent to the rest of the boys and a number of
position there.
•hem rallied quickly to the soot.
"Sure it's foine times we'll be havin' entoirely." sa~d Patsv.
"Howe fs leaving the Neck in l:Joats," said Dick, listening
when he heard that the Liberty Boys were going on the intently.
march.
This proved to be the case.
r
"Don'd you was had some off dose fine dimes here alretty ?"
The British general crossed Pell's Neck in boats, finding
asked Carl.
J.iimself cut off from the main.
"Yis, but not so good as we'll have foighting the British. · ·'That flank movement of ours had a goad effect," laughed
Cookyspiller."
"1ob when it was learned that the enemy had decamped.
"Don'd you was fighted dem here alretty?"
"There's nothing like being wide awake," observed. Mark.
'!Not lately, for they'll not come out."
"And the best of it is .that Dick got the news that the red"D1>t was all riiz:hd, deu we was b1·ought dem ouid."
co.at.s wexe ~1>m:il3.l? here from Howe's camv." added Bob.
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"Borrowing weapons fr~m the enemy to fight them with,"
chuckled Ben.
h owe crossed to P ell's Neck, and then marched over P elham Manor to New Rochelle, where he had a hot skirmish
with Glover's brigade.
Meanwhile the Liberty Boys r emained at their fi rst position until they should be or dered elsewhere.
They heard of Howe's various moves and of Knyphausen.
and knew that there would be lively times all along lower
West chester before many days.
Howe was advancing slowly, and now Washington moved
up the western bank of the Bronx, fo nning a series of int renched camps from Fordham to White Plains, a distance
of thirteen miles.
The Liberty Boys had their camp near the lower end of
this line, being a sort of rearguard t o watch the enemy.
Howe's advance was slow and cautious, as the patriots
were on the constant watch, and would attack detached parties of the enemy · wherever they met them.
A day or so after taking up his new quarter s. Dick set
out upon Major, but in disguise, to spy upon the enemy.
After riding some little dis tance he came to a t avern not
far from the river, and, t ethering Major, he entered.
·
Some of the cur tained stalls in th place were occupied,
and as Dick entered he hear d from one of these, tl\e wellremembered voice of the spy, the man with many nam es.
Dick slipped quietly into the stall next to. that where the
spy was sitting.
Eavesdropping, under ·ordinar y circ11mstances, was not
honorable, in his estimation.
There were occasions when it . was excusable, however.
This man was a spy , and might speak of things which it
was important for him to hear.
"Then you won't act as a spy any more?" Dick heard
someone say.
"No, ·what's the use ? I will be rich when I marry the
girl."
"Then this man · is the one · aft er all," was Dick's th~ught.
"She is rich, then ? "
"Yes."
·
"But rich girls want r ich husbands."
;;Yes, and they think I am.'' with a laugh.
And you have not told them aJJ.Y different?"
"Certa inly not," with a laugh. "Why should I?"
"Then the girl has been trying to catch you? "
"No, she does not want t o mar r y m e, but 'r am det ermined
th:oit she shall. I want her fortune, and I am going to have
~"
.
"She has , one, then?"
/
"Yes."
D'ck arose now and stepped quickly into the other recess.
.fhe two men started and would have a risen but Dick said

R<t~tly:

"Sit down, Mr. Ransom, or Go rdon, or Fitz Huirh. or whatever else you call your self, I want a stat ement from you."
He sat at one end of the t able with the m e1i., one on each
side.
The spy glanced at him, but the other said:
"Who are you and what do you want?"
"I am Dick Slater. . All I want of you is to witness the
statement which this f ellow is going to make."
"I shall make none.'' said the spy,
"I think you will. There are plenty of patriots about, and
I can eas'ily cause your arrest as a spy of the British."
Fitz Hugh moved uneasily,
"Write out what you said just now," said Dick. "that you
are a fortune hunter, that you have no property of your own.
and that vou are t zying to marry Mi ss Oswald simply to get
her money."
The spy started.
It wa s a great surprise to him to find that Dick knew of
his affairs.
"I won't!" he said.
"You will and you will be arrested as a spy as well," said
Dick. "The people here are all patriots."
Taking a slip from a memorandum book, he put it in front
of Fitz Hugh.
"Write!" he said.
"Will you have me arrested if I do this?"
"Yes."
"Then why should I do it?"
"Because it is right. I can t ell Mr. Oswald what you have
said, but I want your statement as well."

"Write!" said Dick.
"Wha t do you want me' to say?" in a surly tone.
"Wnat l have said. Here, write from p!Y dictation."
Dick then repeated what he had already said.
The spy wrote it out with a white and angry face.
"Now sign it Hen):y Ransom, alias Gordon. Unkles, Fitz
Hugh, and whatever other names you have used."
"tlow do you know so much'!" snarle'd the othei·.
"Because I keep my eyes and ears open. S:gn."
The man signed the paper as Dick had said.
"Now witness this," said Dick to the second man.
The latter sc1·awled his name at the bottom of the slip as
a witness.
Dick took tlie paper, looked at it, and 11mt it in his pocket.
At that moment there was a sudden commotion.
"Redcoats!" someone shouted.
Dick sprang to his fe et.
H e was in the main room at a bound.
One
glance through the window showed him a party of
British · and Hessians approach :ng.
H e had been none too soon in getting the document he had
put in his pocket.
'
In a moment he was at the door.
Out he fl ew to get his horse.
The spy came rushing out immediately afterward.
The redcoats liad just halted in the road in front of the
inn.
"Hello! there is Dick Slater, the rebel spy!" cried the man
of many names.
'
Ma.ior was t ethered at the side of the ouse.
Dick was in the saddle in a moment.
Then he dashed away, the spy firing a shot at him and
shouting.
Some of the redcoats set out in pursuit of Dick.
The spy .iumpi;d on a horse and followed.
Dick was better mounted than his pursuers, as was soon
seen.
He gail).ed rapidly upon them, and was soon so far ahead
that pursuit was hopeless.
The spy kept in the chase for some time after the red-:oats had abandoned it.
,
Then a number of the Liberty Boys, headed by Bob Estabrook, appeared.
They were out on a scouting expedition during- Dick's absence,
They came dashing up to meet Dick, and the spy, seeinsr
them, suddenly wheeled his horse and rode away.
•· Hello. Dick, was that fellow pursuing you?" Bob asked.
"Yes, but it was a hopeless chase, and I wonder that he
lcept it up."
"Yes, .he was a long way behind."
"I think he hoped to get a shot at me rather than to capture me, Bob."
"Perhaps, but he was too far in the rear for that, even."
"Some men are obstinate and will not listen to reason."
tersely.
"But you were not running away from one man only,
Dick?" asked Bob.
"No, there were others, redcoats. They gave up the chase.
After that I was simply returning to the camp."
"I see, and this fellow?"
"Is that spy who has troubled us occasionally."
"I think we have given him the most trouble.'' with a
laugh.
"Yes, so we have, and I rather astonished him just now by
my knowledge of his affairs."
"You have had an adventure. Dick?"
The boys were now riding back toward their camp at an
easy gait.
"Yes, and I think that Fanny's father will open his eyes."
"What has he to do with it?"
"Mucli," and Dick related what had happened, and then
showed Bob the paper the spy had si1?Ded.
Riding on they reached the camp and called out the Liberty Boys to go in search of the redcoats and Hessians.
They found a party of them near the tavern and at once
routed them.
Some went down the Bronx in flatboats. the J?reater part
took the i·oad. but many were so alarmed that they fled l>bst
haste to the woods.
Then the brave fellows returned to camp,
Shortly afterward the hunchback came in.
"I have something- to tell you," said Dick.
.,
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They seemed also to fairly worm their. way through the
tangles.
At length they came in sight of the spy hurryinir toward
the river.
He seemed greatly ,astonished to find that they were following him.
.
"Come on, you plaguey rebels!" he shouted :n defiance.
Then he ran swiftly on and soon reached the river.
As Dick had supposed, he had a boat there.
Jumping in, he cast off and began to row rapidly.
"Shoot the oars, boys," said Dick.
The boys all had their muskets with them.
The two Harrys fired and struck one of the oars, knocking
it out of the man's hands.
Dick fired three or four shots with his pistols, puttinl?
holes in the boat just at the water line.
Ben and Sam fired at the other oar and splintered it.
Then all four boys fired pistol shots at it simultan eously.
It was sent out of the man's. hand and floated rapidly
down stream.
Then the boys bell."an ftrinll." at the. boat.
Every shot they fired made a hole in th e nlanks.
These were all at the wati~irline or below.
The result was that thP boll'.t was soon leaki'(i. g- rke a sieve.
The boat was now driftinir down stream with the current .
which was quite rapid here-;
It set toward the western bank farther on, and the boys
ran that way to try and interel!Pt it.
The water was pouring- in now at a do zen places, and it
was impossible to stop them UP.
Ransom did plug three or four with his handkerchief. but
then{ were many which he could not reach, and at these the
w:iter came in i·apidly.
He steered it with his hands and sent it toward the farther
bank.
It sank lower and lower, however. and at last there was
d::>,.,g-er of its s'nking- at any momPnt.
Then, leaping out, the man swam for the opposite side.
and in a mipute or two the boat sank.

William Short was greatly interested in what Dick told
him.
"I never supposed they were the same man." he said.
"You never met him as Ransom, I suppose?"
"No, I only knew him as Unkles."
"You never saw him at Miss Oswald's house?"
"No, and I never saw Ransom as such, although I heard
much about him."
"Th'e fellow is an impostor, and if Mr. Oswald learns it
he will not blame his daughter for not wantinir to marry
him."
"Very true, but who will tell h im this?"
"I will," said Dick. "He will know that I am disinterested."
"Very true. He is prejudiced against me, and would ' not
believe me."
The next day Howe, having made no mater'al advance,
and the entrenchments at White Plains being irreatly
strengthened, Dick and a party of the boys set out on a
scouting expedition.
They rode cautiously, as they did not know when they
might come upon the enemy.
.
They were rid 'ng on when a man on horseback suddenly
appeared in the road ahead of them.
Dick knew him in a moment.
He was disguised, but there was something about him
which he recognized .at once.
The man was Fitz Hugh, the spy.
The SPV came on, th ;nking to deceive the bovs.
Catching sight of Dick, however, he suddenly changed
his J\lind.
.
Wlleeling his horse he dashed away at full speed.
"That is the spy," said Dick. "After him!"
Bob, Ben, Sam, the two Harrys and the rest, raced after
Dick.
For a few moments they lost sight of the snv.
As they dashed around a bend in the road Dick suddenly
drew rein.
·
CHAPTER XVII.
"Keep on and catch the horse, Bob," said Dick. "Take
som of the boys with you."
THE LAST OF THE SPY.
Di k then dismounted and said:
"Ben, Sam. and the two Harrys, come with me. Look after
'\ ·
the horse, boys."
The boys now went back to the road where the y had left
Then Dick leaped the rough fence and str.uck, into the theiT horses.
woods border;ng the river.
They reached the place none too soon.
"What is it, Dick?" asked Ben.
They had . barely got into the saddle w)l.en a large party
"The fellow has dismounted and come this way, sending of redcoats appeared.
his horse ahead."
The enemy set up a shout when they saw the boys, and
"Jove! you are right. I see his tracks now."
gave chase.
"And you saw them while going at .full speed?" said Sam.
Away went the young patriots. riding at good speed, but
"I've got to see th :ngs. boys," said Dick. with a laugh.
not as fast as they could have gone.
"Now that the boys knew they were followin~ a trail they
Dick was in hopes of leading the redcoats on, and thus
picked it up very rapidly,
, causing their capture.
Dick had no trouble in finding it, and he had seen the J The camp of the 1:-iberty Boys was _not very far off, and
chan.e:e the spy had made, while going at full speed, as Sam some of the boys m1ght ~e out scoutmg.
.
had. said.
?'hen Colonel Han~'s riflemen were somewhere m the
The man had leaped from his horse in hard ground, which neighborhood also, Dick knew. a_nd they would be as eager
left no impression.
to capture the redcoats as the L1be~ty Boys.
. .
Just beyond was softer, however, and Dick could see his
The boys rode on. at an easy gait, therefore, ~h~ British
footprints.
and Hessians foll9wmg at full speed, and fast ga1nm1? upon
He could also see where the spy had got over the fence, them.
·
·'
and see his tracks on the other side.
When the enemy was almo.st upon the!Jl. however, D~ck
,,
.
.
suddenlv saw a party of the Libe1ty Boys iust ahead of him.
He and the four boys now iollowed the trail ::·apidly.,
.
"Forward, Liberty. Boys!" he shouted.' ·
Nthough th~ spy thought that he had deceived Dick, he
Then he wheeled his own little party and dashed at the
nevertheless did not delay, but went on at good speed.
redcoats
·
.The b~ys made little or .no noise in followinir the trail,
On ca~e the other party, and then a detachment of Hand'11
Dick havmg taught them this.
riflemen.
Knowing the direction in which he was going, they did not
At once the tables were turned
take th~ trouble to look at the ti;ail at every step.
The enemy were pursued instea'd of pursuinl!'.
In this manner they made rapid Progress.
A number of them were made prisoners and the i·est utHe was goinir toward the river, and may have expected to terly routed.
·
find a boat when he reached it.
D.ick's ruse had succeeded admirably.
Perhaps he had one, and Dick therefore pushed on rapidly.
After the skirmish, when they were riding back with their
They made short cuts where the spy had been obliged to prisoners, Dick saw William Short with Hand's men.
go around on account of the marsl).y spots or tangles.
Then he learned that the hunchback, from a bit of risinl!.'
The boys knew just where to step in crossing thP.RP. hol? ground, had seen the apparent danger of the Libertv Boys,
holes.
not knowing of Dick's ruse.
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He had at once dash ed awa y
up Han d's men , who, he knew, on hors ebac k and had bro u;ht I "I see
need of prol ong ing
wer e not far awa y.
The Libe rty Boys, out on a scou
"Ar e you satis fied , Mr. Osw ald?this conv ersa tion ." said Dick.
ting
"
tour
,
had
seen Dick
in the mea ntim e and had gone
"I ~m satis fied that I hav e been
to the rescue.
the vict im of an infa mou s
plot
,"
with a snar l.
The Brit ish and Hes sian s wer e
grea tly chag rine d at thei r
ca.pt ure, hav ing been too sure
"An d that I hav e told the trut h?"
catc hing Dick.
The nex t day as Dick was inofcam
"Ye s, I am convinced of that
p,
."
Har
ry
Juds
on
cam
e
to
him and said :
"Th en we may brin g this inte
rvie w to a close. Good-day,
sir."
"Th at pom pous old fello w who
here now, and has som e one with cam e to see you befo re is
"Go
od-d
ay, sir, as for you, sir," to the
him , a lawy er, I thin k."
SPY. "I hop~-.-"
"Sho w them in."
"Oh, yes, I kno w wha t you wan
t to. say. A plea sa!1t 1our,~
ney
to
you,
Mr. Oswald pres entl y cam e up,
sir,
and
bett
er
luck
nex
t
tim e-b ut not with me.
acco mpa nied by a lega l- with
look ing pers on, with a big wig,
a moc king laug h.
'k
"Now, Captai11 Slat er, I demand dres sed in black.
The
•def
"
eate
d
;fort
upe
hun
ter gave a snar l h e t 1mt 0 f
dau ghte r at once," said Oswald. and that you give up my I wild beas t and wen t out.
a
"She is not here ."
He nev er trou bled the Libe rty
.Boy~L agai n.
.
"Ifr s she left you r mot her' s hou
"We ll, I'm in a fix, I kno
"
w," said
se?"
with
a
gasp .
"I don 't know.n
it is som e satis fact ion, afte r all, F1"z Hug h, ligh tly. But
to
kno
w that that rasc ally
oid sche mer has been come up
"Th en tell me whe re it is and
will g-o ther e."
"By the way , have you seen we
"Yo u had bett er thin k of othewith ."
Ml.
r thin
Ran som late ly?" aske d is no
Dick, care less ly.
time for flipp ant conv ersa tion ." gs," said Dick. "Th is
.
.
"Oh , I alwa ys did keep
"No, sir, I have not. "
a stiff upp er hp, Cap tam
. I am
far
"I saw him yest erda y."
from
bein
g
a
dead
mas._ yet. "
t
"l .did
Hs
was
not
know
turn
ed
that
over to Gen eral Putn am to do
you knew the gent lem an. You
b e mis t a k en. H e is in the
with as was
mus t
city .''
cons1·aere d b es t .
"He was here yest erda y, and we
The man of man y nam es was
b
gave
sent
ence
him
d
a fine chas<!. I all the boys supp
to e h ange cl · as
supp ose you know he is a Brit
osed he would be.
ish spy ?"
.
"No , indeed, he is a man of wea
Dur
ing the nigh t befo re the inte nded
lth, and has no occasion to he
wor k at anyt hing ."
exec utio n. how ever .
manan-ed to mak e his esca pe.
"Do you know his liandwritin<g,
"
may I ask? "
"Cer tain ly. I know
Whe n Bob hear d of it he said
it very well.''
:
.
"I decl are, I beli eve the man has
Dick took a fold ed pap er from
as man y hve s as he .h as
his pocket.
"Th en obli ge me by read
nam
es."
·
ing
this.
It
may
thrd'W Iig·ht
upo>i a cert ain mat ter whic h vou
. ,,
cl cl M k
"Th ere ce1·tainly seem s to be no . .
Jhe . P?m pous old · fellow took kno w of."
Cor nwa llis cont inue d to adva nce k1llmg him . a~ e
ar ci
the
slow
pap
er
lv
~nd
and
cau.tiously. atl
read it.
- at last, hav ing massed h_is forc
This is a forg ery. Mr, Ran som
es
nev
at
er
wro
Whi
te this ."
te Plam s. a ho Y
."1 beir vou r pa1:don, I saw him
este d batt le took plac e.
writ e it mys elf, and saw it cont
witn esse d.
.
I
n
was ' neit her a defe at nor a vict
.
"It was not Mr. Ran som , it was
The y wer e not driv en awa y, but ory for ,the Am enca ns.d
som
bv
e one else, he would the Brit ish
a seri
nev n do such a thin g, he is an
thin k they wer e muc h stro nire es of ruse s ma e
hon orab le gent lem an."
r than thev were
The n Was hing ton forti fied the
"He thin ks you are a man of
heig hts at Nor th Cas tle and.
man y vou r dau ghte r, and you grea t wea lth avd wan ts to Cor nwa llis with drew
.
thin k he has a lot of mon ey
and wan t to get it.''
Afte r the batt le Fitz Hug h was
foun d on the field, shot
- thro ugh the head .
"Sir , wha t do- you,-- "
.
"He has littl e or noth ing, and
As
he
wor e a unif orm , he had prob ably
take n part m the
the barg ain, for you have somethinwould get far the best of fi ht
g-.''
.
gBefore the encl of the war
Osw ald's face was like ashe s, and
Fan ny ? swa~d m:'lrr1ed ~he
he trem bled viol entl v.
'.;This is fals e,'\ he sa id. "Th
hunc
hba(
!k.
a"nd
spen
t
a
long
ere is not a bit of tru th- -"
an~ hap py l.ife thit h. him .
The re is. You wer e both play
The Libe rty Boy s took
11
active pal~ m he sJie~e an cl f·~h
th's man would hllve won , alth oug ing for hig-h stak es, and of For t Was hing ton, andanthen
wen t mto t e eise ys " 1
posed. You would have given Fanh not as heav ily as he sup- the mai n arm y.
•
.
.
he would have spen t.it. whil e you ny a mar riag e port ion. and
In
would have had to whi stle prov the cam paig n whic h fo~lowed, and m man y others. thev
for the tens of thou sand s you
ed
them
selv
es
hero es, mdeed.
expe cted to g-et."
Mr. Osw ald was obst inat e, ancl
whil e he ~elieved that the
spv mig ht have been dish onor
harl been actu ated by mer cenaable , would not adm it that he
Nex t we-ek's issu e will cont ain
rv mot :ves.
"TH E LIB ERT
Whi le hr; w::-.s still in the cam
p som e of the boys cam e in AND THE NIG HT WA TCH ; OR. WH EN THE Y BOYS
witJ.i a pri soner.
BRI TIS H·
·
HEL D NEW YOR K.''.
He was the snv, tl-e man of man
v
nam
es.
He ~aw Oswald. laug hed. and
said :
\
/'We ll. you woh 't g·0t my fort
in smoke. It's a, pity thing-s didune, old man . It's 1tone un
wnnlcl hav r; enio~· ed mys elf. and not go thro ugh , for then I
I would not have had to be
B BbV to f '.lrn a livin g."
,
_
SA ND Y HOOK PRO VIN G GR
•~'Please ~e ; l Mr. Osw ald that
OUND
you sign ed that docu men t,"
said Dick.
DIS CO NT INU ED .
"Oh, yes, I sign ed it.'' said the
spy, unb lush ingl y.
It has bee n decided tha t the
Osw ald looked incr edul ous.
esta blis hm ent of
"I was out for high stak
es," the spy laug hed. "So wer the v{r y fine proviI1g gro und at Abe
e
you, but I did not kno w it at first
rde en, Ma ry.'' .
lan d has ren der ed the use of the
Osw ald frow ned and looked blac
San
dy
Hoo k Pro vk.
ing Gro und super:ijuous, and it
"v'<'.e wer e both play :ng a deep g-am
is,
the
refo
e,"
cont
re, to be
inue
d
Fitz
Hug h
"and I would have won , but for
this conf ound ed you ng rebe l.". disc ont inu ed. Cer tain sho ps are to be tu.r
ned ov~r
"Yo u ara a cont emp tible villa
in; a thor oug h scou ndre l. to the eng ine ers of the New Yo rk
sir," shou ted Oswald.
.
J!!i:
;gm
ee: Dis tric t, and oth er bui ldin gs and
"Oh as for that ," laug hed the
·
fac
iliti
es
wil
spy,
l be
who
seem
ed
to
be
no wi~e disco:l!certed ,.,"th ere is
i;n han ded ove r to the Coa st
Def.ense Com~ander at
men ts. I can say the sam e of sma~l use in 1tiving compli- For t Hancoc
you.
k. San dy Hoo~ wil l
Osw ald looked asha med
said nothing-.,,
ture , but only as a vocational be used m th.e
.
"It is only the pot call ingand
.
s~hool .for tram mg
the kett le back , cont inue
d Fitz enl iste d men and
H~h. "and ther e is littl (\ use
jun ior officers
in that ."
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FROM ALL POINTS
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MELTING SILVER DOLLARS
Ten 1!1iHions of dollars, ·all in silver, are being
melted mto silver bars at the United States Mint
P?iladelphia. Later the bars will be turned intd
dimes, quarters and half dollars.
The Government finds it cheaper to melt the .dollar~ than to_ go into the market and buy silver, now
, ··
sellmg at highest price in many years.

. PPN1:00N J;{AILWAY BRIDGES
A railway ····age built on boats has been used for
many years to <!'1 ss the Mississippi at Prairie du
Chien, Wis. The tide rises and falls, but the train
speeds along at an even level.
.
.This pontoon is so built that tide variation and
the change of buoyancy due to the w2ight of the
· train are aborbed in its mechanism. Instead of being made ·up of several boats, it is built on one. The
pontoon is a double-decker. On the lower floor is the
steam. engine, with its drum, that opens and closes
the bFidge. This is done by means of a heavy steel
cable which connects the ·west end of the pontoon
with piling in the river. ·

\
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IN 15 YEARS SHE NEVER MISSED SUNDAY
SCHOOL.
Miss Agnes B·urnes leads the honor roll of the
Sunday School of All Saints' Episcopal Church of
Bayside, N. Y., with a record of having attended
Sunday School every Sunday during the last fifteen
years.
There are five other students in the Sunday School
who have also made remarkable records for attendance. They are Charles Henry Johnston, who has
not missed a Sunday in eleven years; Hazel Charlotte Anderson, who has been presenVevery Sunday
for ten years; Mary Elizab~th Everett, three years;
Herman, Jr., three years. The six pupils will be presented with medals on Easter Sunday.
'lSbAND KINGDOMS
Scattered about the shores of the British Isles are
a number of islands, large and small, whose proprietors ~re monarchs of all they survey. In many
respects they possess greater power over their "subjects" than is possessed by King George himself.
Although owing allegianc·e to _the British Crown,
yet parliament has no power to tax some of these
island estates, nor can any one land on_ their shores
without the permisajon of the owner.
·
Some of these islands are but a few acres in extent, while 'one of them is the largest island around
the British coast, next ,after Ireland, and boasts of
quite a large population.
Th~ special privileges mentioned have been granted irf tiines past by some sovereign to a favorite to
whom he wished to give a mark of special fav9r.
.,

Like titles gf nobility, these special privileges were
made in perpetuity and still clili.g to the territories.
Those of us who have read "Westward Ho!" will
remember Lundy Island, which lies in the British
Channel Now Lundy is one of the best known of
the tiny island monarchies. It is a delightful little
jewel that was once the haunt of pirates and smugglers. It was at one time captured by French pirates and at another time fell into the hands of
Turkish privateers. No on can dwell or even visit.
this bit of the earth's surface without the consent
of the owner. It is exempt from taxation . .
Lundy Js probably not paradise, but it :ls actually
the property of the Heaven family, and a clergyman by that name is the present owner. Ile rules
over a kingdom of 1,200 acres and fewer than a
hundred souls.
Down near Land's End a, rock rises, out of the
bay which is known as St. Michlea Mount. It is an
island and it 'is not, for at low tide a rough stone
causeway connects it with the mainland .. It is little
little more than a mile irt circumference and is probably the tinest of the island kingdoms. Perched upon the summit of the rock, which is ·about 200 feet
high, is a famous old castle in which the "king"
Lord St. Levan, resides. Clustered at the base. facing the land, is a 'tiny village composed of a score of
houses where dwell the "subjects."
Just south of the Isle of Man is a little island called
the "Calf of Man." The original owner received from
Queen Elizabeth a grant of this island, -Which was
declared to be forever free from taxation. No one
can live there or even on its sh't'rei, witheut'the consent of the owner. It is in every ·§ense of the word
private. The late owner was so engrossed in his
books and lived so retir.e a · life that years would
sometimes elapse between is visits to the neighboring lsle of Man. Only a smMl part of the land is
cultivated, and the whole is overrun with rabbits
and rats, both of which' are tailless. This little island kingdom was sold \llOt long ago for $100,000.
On the eastern coast of England is a tiny island
called Osea. It is about a mile and a half long and
three-quarters of a mile wide. It is a -Oelightful
little retreat, covered with meadow land and charming old elm trees-an ideal place for bathing and
sea fishing. This island has a history that dates
from the time of Edward the Confessor, from which
t~lt: has always had a "king" and a small popuJaffQti-1 .The present ('king" is the son of a brewer
who· refu§ed to continnue in thatbusiness; In doing this he sacrificed more than a million dollars,
so it is said, and has converted the island into a retreat for drunkards. Jiis efforts have met with considerable success, for the isolation and the bracing
sea air have worked wonders.

~
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I ·don't wonder you think she looks like your mother,
but' that can't be, for she is dead. She died long
years ago."
-ORThere was a choking in her voice as she said it.
Going to the window, she turned the catch, and
BOYS
MESSENGER
THE
OF
THE BOSS
very gently raised the sash ..
"Now, boy," she whispered. "Drop, and I will
By RALPH MORTON
help this girl to foilow you."
A. D. T. 33 obeyed.
(A Serial Story)
The last thing he saw before he let go the window
sill was this singular woman holding Lottie in her
CHAPTER XI.
arms and kissing her passionately.
The Escape.
Harry landed in the little courtyard all right, and
"As I told you before, missus, I don't want you the next moment Lottie was lowering herself out of
to get into trouble on .my account. I'll do just the window, the woman aiding her. '
"Drop." whispered Harry. "I'll catch you. Drop
whatever ·you say."
"Take this screw-driver and see if you can un- quick! If the cop sees us we are done for, surest
screw the lock on this door. I want to make it seem thing."
A few seconds later Lottie st0od safely by his
that you escaped through your own efforts."
Harry went at it.
side.
The woman immediately closed the window.
It proved to be a tough job, but at last he got
Catching Lottie's hand, . Harry hurried her down
there.
and
removed,
was
The last of the rusted screws
the avenue.
He expected every minute to be challenged, and
· off came the lock.
"Lay it down," said the woman, "and follow me." the dang0r was real, for not only one of the police,
She led him up to the third floor, cautioning him extra watchful over millionaire's tow as this part of
Fifth avenue is styled, but some of these homes are
to step softly.
under the guardianship of special watchmen at night
a
into
passed
they
and
Here he unlocked door,
who keep in the shadow of the park wall, where owroom where they found Lottie.
She was fully dressed, and sitting there in the ing to the many trees, there is every opportunity
to hide.
dark.
But no challenge came, and when Harry got Lot"Oh, Harry!" she whispered, springing up.
~round into 66th street, and they were leading
tie
a
"Not
woman.
"Hush, hush!" breathed the
word. I am going to make good my promise, my for the Third Avenue Elevated station, he felt safe.
And up to now they had scarcely exchanged a
dear. You are going now, and let nothing ever
.
word.
tempt you to come to this house againJ'
"Say, that was a great snap!" Harry broke out.
She produced an old brass key, and removing
the key with which she had unlocked the door, put "What did they do to you, Lottie?"
"Why, I must have fainted when you killed th~t
this one in its place 011 the inside.
"Th11t is to fool them," she said. "Now we will dog," replied Lottie. "The next I knew I w~s i-;i
make a start. But you are not free yet. If we are the parlor with that horrible old man. He didn t
say anything to me. After a little while he took
overheard we are surely lost. Come!"
up to th~t room and locked me in, and tied my
me
hall.
front
the
The woman led the way down into
"I am going to open the parlor window," she said. hands behind me. That was because I fought him.
" You can easily drop from tha,t to the ground. I It wasn't really any use, but he never would have
have rio key for this door, nor for the area gate, so got me up stairs if he hadn't pointed a revolver
at me. Then I really was afraid."
·
it is the best I can do."
"And after that the woman set you free?"
is
thing
"Only
Harry.
said
"It will be all right,"
"Yes· she came to me and was certainly very
I hope you don't get yourself into trouble through
i don't know, though. It seems to me she is
kind.
this, as I said before."
She acted that way to me. Did she help
crazy.
"It is all trouble," replied the woman, bitterly.
_
too?"
you,
"Nothing else ever comes into my life or ever will,
Harry, and he
replied
did,"
she
what
"That's
·
I am thinking."
.
went on to explain.
She led the way into the parlor.
"So my grandfather is d\)ad," said Lottie. "She
" Stand under that picture one minute, my dear,"
didn't tell me that. She let me believe that he was
she whispered.
"It is . my mother's picture," replied Lottie. "I in the house and crazy, just as that humpbacked
man said. " Oh, Harry, who can those men be?
wish you would believe me. I-"
"Hush! Hush! You-are all wrong, she died What c!n it all mean?"
"It means this," replied Harry. "Your grandmany years ago. A sweet girl, and I loved her so.
is dead, and those men are trying to steal
father
There I There I Yes, you do look very much alike.

A. D. T. No. 33
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his property. It stands to reason that he would I "Oh, rio ! It is not that. Mr. Bartley is a great
have left you some of it, Lottie."
friend of yours, I believe."
"Well, I don't know. You see, he and my mother
"Why sure, Mr. Henry. It is not only that he is
were entirely on the outs."
my old boss, but he has been like a father to me.
"I don't care for that. What did he put that ad-· What's the matter with him?"
vertisement in the pape1; for if he did not mean to
"He was struck by an automobile last night on his
you something? Perhaps he left it all to you. I'd way home from office."
just like to see his will.
·
"Not killed!" cried Harry. "Don't say that!"
A. D. T. 33 know a whole lot about New York,
"But I must say it, my boy. Yes, John Bartley
and in his own estimation he thought he knew it is dead, and in him I have lost my best friend."
all, but, bright, as he was, he did not know that he or
And poor Harry felt the same way.
anybody else could see Mr. Semple's will by paying
It took him a long time to get over this shock, and
a trifling fee at the surrogate's office.
in the meanwhile there was nothing doine in Lot"What you want, Lottie, is to engage a good tie's case.
lawyer, " Harry said, after they got into the elevated
Harry had very little spare time.
railroad car. '·That's what you want-a good lawAgain and again he tried his luck in the evening
yer; and I know just the man."
at the house of Mr. Ike Posenheim, better known
"But he won't work for nothing, Harry, and. I as 'tPosey the lawyer," but the man was never in.
have no money to pay him with."
Harry wrote him a· letter asking him to make an
"Ah, that's all right. He'll take the case up on appointment, but to this he received no answer.
spec. That's done every day. You just wait. I'll
Posey the lawyer was a very busy man.
fix it for you."
And A. D. T. 33 believed what he said.
There was no doubt in Harry's mind that he had
a "pull" with the best lawyer in all New York.
C~APTER XII.
And so these two innocents went back to the candy store, where they found Mrs. Carley in a great
Posey the Lawyer.
state of anxiety over their long absence.
The widow listened to her son's story with wideAnd thus two weeks passed, and matters remained
open eyes.
unchanged with the boss of the messenger boys and
" Well, well, well!'' .she exclaimed. I "There don't his charge.
seem to be any doubt, my dear, but what you are
Mrs. Carley found Lottie such a real help that she
being done out of your rights. It's a shame to use wondered how she had ever been able to get along
you so. Something really ought to be done."
without her.
•
"Yes, and I'm going to do it," said Harry. "I'm
The girl felt very happy in her present surroundgoing to see Posey the lawyer to-morrow night."
ings, and she might never have taken any steps in
"Who's he?" demanded his mother.
the matter if Harry had not stirred things up.
"Aw, didn't you never hear of Posey, the lawIt came about through Posey the lawyer, after all.
yer?" cried Harry. "Everybody knows about him.
One evening Harry brought Snick Tourney home
He's down Sixth avenue. You always find him to supper.
around the Jefferson .Market police court. He's the · "We are going gunning for Posey the lawyer toslickest fellow who ever came down the pike. I got night," he announced. "We'll find him, too, if we
acquainted with him when I. was on the night shift have to sit on his doorstep all night. This business
at that Sixth avenue office a year ago."
has been let slide altogether too long, I say."
-"Well, I hope he don't swindle the poor child,
"Dat's right " echoed Snick, who as a matter of
then," said Mrs. Carley. "Your poor father had a course had bee~ made a confident in the case. "Posey
lawsuit once, and it ruined him. , In my wa~ of de lawyer is de hull cheese. He's a boid. Dat's what
thinking most lawyers are frauds. But never mmd. he is."
It will all come out right in the end. I,n the mean"And a hard bird to catch, it seems," laughed Lottime; Lottie, you stay right here. You can help me tie. "But, indeed, I have been so happy here these
t~nd store till I can ge.t ri~ of this d~eadful rheuma- wast two weeks that I don't care so much whether
tism, and a real help it will be, too.
you catch him or not."
And it was so arranged.
"Yes, that's all right, too," replied Harry. "But
Next day the boss of the messeng~r boys wa~ on you get your rights if I can get them for you. Then
duty as usual, and the very first thmg he received 1 I've got a bone to pick with those fellows up at your
was what he called a "jolt."
.
.
grandfather's house on my own account. I'm not
Mr. Henry, who no~ felt a :eal mterest m the forgetting what they did to me."
boy, called Harry to him and said:
"So after supper the boys went gunning for
"I am afraid I have bad news for you, 33."
Snick's legal "boid."
"What's that?" .cried Harry. "Do I get the
bounce?"
(To be continued.) ·
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
AMERICAN GOLD A~D SILVER PRODUCTION
LE SS IN 1919.
Gold production in the United States during 1919
was less by $19,157,900 than the 1918 output, according to the statement issued to-night by the
Bureau of the Mint. In 1919 there wer e 2,829,395
fine ounces of gold, valued at $58,488,800, produced
in the country.
Silver production in 1919 amounted to 55,285,196
ounces, valued at $61 ,966,412, r epresenting a reduction of 12,524,943 ounces comparoo with the 1918
output.
OLD HORSE FOLLOWS FAMILY
The ranch of Mrs. Wilhelmina Kincaid lies twenty
miles north of Great F alls, Mont. The family recently moved to this city t o spend the winter . Mrs.
Kincaid decided to leave an aged family horse on
t he r anch. Kincaids ar rived here in the morning.
That evening while they wer e en,ting supper the old
horse tr otted down the street and walked into the
yard . .Mrs. Kincaid said the animal had never been
in the city before. The horse is back at the ranch
in charge of a caretaker.
HE CUTS HIS o ;wN SALARY
William A. Davison of Port Chester, County Attorney of Westchest er County, N. Y., was appointed
by the Westchest er County Boar d of Supervisors
for six years at a salary of $1 ~, 000 , a year, but when
. he lea~ned t hat t he Requblican organization of the
county insisted on economy in the big offices of the
county, he wrote a letter to the Boar d of Supervisors urging it to reduce his salary from $10,000
to $7,500 a year, which the board has done.
Mr. Davison was appointed under a contract for
six years at $10,000 and has just served two years.
There was no r eason for breaking the contract but
his own violation to have his salary reduced so t hat
some poor st reet sweepers or underpaid clerks might
gain a small increase in pay.

bands, and interurban service was maintaine-d all
night between Monroe, Detroit and Toledo for the
•
accommodation of guests.
The fete of the muskrat has become but a memory and there is little hope of it ever being r evived.
Monroe stuck to the toothsome animal, t he muskr at,
as long as there was a rat left.
ACCIDENTALLY KILLS ·FRIEND
Steve Ninesling, wat chman on the estat e of Albert Levering, at Great Neck, L. I., was shot and
killed the other day by William Dunn, watchman on
an adjoining estate, when the latter 's pistol was discharged sooner than he expect ed while the men
wer e shooting at a target , according to a statement
by Justice LeCluse, who also acts as Cor oner.
When Dunn r ealized that he h ad killed his friend
he called up William Ninesling, a brother of Steve,
who is a Deputy Sheriff, an.d told him, i~ is said,
that if he did not come and lock him up at once he
would end his own life, Dunn w.a s t aken to the
Mineola J ail. The shooting will be more fully investigated by J ustice LeCluse to-day.

SALTON SEA MARVEL
The Salton Sea in t he Imperial Valley, one of
the natural wonders of t he West , is constantly
shrinking. At present it is about eighteen miles long
and nine miles wide at' the great est point.
During the last five years the water is said to have
ret r eated about a mile a year, leaving a salt encrusted adobe land, which is eagerly seized by homesteaders. Often their location stakes are planted
far out in the water.
The sea, which lies 169 feet below the level of
the ocean, abounds in mullet and carp, which local
and Arizona capitalists are planning to utilize by
the erection of a great canne:ry.
Mud volcanos abound near foe sea a short distance inland. They are up to sixteen feet in height
They all emit steam, some in a st eady stream, ot hNO MORE MUSKRAT FETES
Muskrats have ; !most disappeared from Monroe I ers steam and mud alternately. Many of t hem
At times their roaring can
marshes, Mich., and with them has gone Monroe's give a sulphuri~ gas.
miles.
for
heard
be
banquet.
annual midwinter festiv~.1-a muskrat
Hunters are blamed for dest r oying the muskrat J Of especial interest t o the tour ist are the bubhouses and the species is now so r are that the pelts. bling "paintpots" as the water r et r eats it is in a
bring $2.75 each, and the going price for meat is state of constant ebulliti6n. Gases from some unknown subterranean source are continually finding
·
almost pr ohibitive.
through unseen vents in the bottom. Layer
escape
an
gave
Club
Yacht
Monroe
the
years
five
Eor
annual muskrat carnival and the event was heralded after layer of colored pigment is deposited. The
far and wide, attracting notables from every part of retreating waters have left uncover ed acres of this
the 'United States. At the last muskrat fete in 1905 deposit said by experts to be fully equal to the dry
upward of 5,000 r~s were served at the drill room sienna and umber colors, of which so much is imof the armory to 4,000 guests, including four. brass ported.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
ABOUT THE SEVEN" WONDERS
Of the seven wonders of the ancient world, only
one remains-the pyramids of Eygpt. The tomb
of Mausolus, King of Caria, built about 350 B. C.,
was destroyed before 1400 A. ·D. The third wonder
the Temple of Diana at Ephesus, was built 552 B.
C., and was destroyed 356 B. C. The fourth wonder, the walls and terraces of Babylon, were erected
570 B. C., they decayed gradually, after Babylon
had ceasea to be the capital of the Assyrian empire.
The Colossus of Rhodes, erected in 288 B. C., stood
sixty-four years, was destroyed by an earthquake,
and lay in ruins for nearly 900 years, until a Jew
bought it and took it on 900 camels to Alexandria.
The statue of Zeus at Olympus was made 437-433
B. C.,. was removed to Constantinople, and was destroyed by fire 47!f A. D. The Pharos at Alexandria
was built about 289 B. C., and was destroyed by an
earthquake about 1300-1400 A. D.
MINERS FIG'H T FLAMES WITH SNOW
A weird battle ~ with flames which threatened to
wipe out the mushroom town of Olnes, on Dome
Creek, was won by the handful of miners after they
had shoveled tons of snow onto buildings already on
fire.
·
·
The mercury, or more properly, spirit thermometers, registered an even 40 degrees below zero when
the fire broke out in a miner's cabin. Dome Creek
was frbzen solid and the only water in camp was a
small quantity obtained by mel_9,ng snow or ice.
Almost before the alarm could be given the flames
had been communicated from the 'f irst to the second
cabin and th~ entire town was endangered.
Despite the severe cold the residents perspired as
though under a tropic sun, so strenuous were their
fire-fighting efforts and many were compelled to
retire hastily to their cabins and hurriedly change
into dry clothing as soon as the fire danger w·' past to avoid danger of immediate freezing.
DOGS BURIED SEVEN DAYS
Entombed fifteen feet in the earth for 168 hours,
and without food or water the entire seven days,
two dogs belonging to two boys of Rosedale, Kan.,
dug themselves out and have returned to their home
after being. given up for dead.
The boys, with their dogs, w~re chasing rabbits
about a bluff when they ran a "bunny" into a deep
hole in the ground. The dogs followed the rabbit
in and there was a cave-in. The boys came up and
dug to rescue the dogs, but when they quit at nightfall they were still many feet away.
. The next day, imagining the dogs had perished
from suffocation, they were given up for dead. Six
days later the boys were astonished to see one of

the dogs appear at home, weak from lack of nourishment and scarcely able to walk. His nails literally were worn off from constant digging.
The boys then went to the cave-ifi. and dug in the
hope that they could save the other dog. After
digging ..about two feet in the earth they heard
moans and soon the other dog was rescued, after
he had dug himself that close to liberty.
Neither of the dogs would eat at first and would
only drink milk. Then they began to seek food and
ate it ravenously.
TALKS ON ASTRONOMY
In recent years scientists, romancers and mos~ ~11
the rest of us have been fascinated by the oss1b1lity that other planets than ours are in abite?·
Many facts have been brought forth to support this
theory, and just as many more are cited to prove
that the other planets cannot be the home of human
beings.
There is Mercury, as an example. It is the nearest to the sun of all the planetary bodies, being just
28,500,000 miles distant at one time of the year.
Perhaps that seems like a rather long distance, but
w is of small consequence when compared with the
93,000,000\miles which s,e parate our own plant froni
the sun. And Mercury gets something like six and
a half times as much heat from the sun as we do in
this world.
That very fact would seem to prove that human
beings could not exist upon the planet Mercury. But
advanced astronomers have concluded that Mercury
may have a different kind of atmosphere from our
own hrth which would counterbalance the tremendous heat. Certainly, we could not live in any place
that was six and a half times as hot as our own.
In fact, we could not live upon Mercury at all. For
the force of gravity on that planet is computed to
"' e only one-third that upon this old ball of earth,
-7hich would mean that a body weighing 200 pounds
here would weigh just sixty-six and two-thirds
pounds on Mercury! And the 200-pound man wauld
slide off the Mercurian surface for lack of weight.
Mercury travels faster than any of the planets
and over a tremendous distance. After approaching
to a point just 28,00,000 mile from the sun it swings
back in an ever-widening circle to a distance of 43,500,000 miles.
Perhaps the strangest of all the strange things
about Mercury is the fact that it does not rotate like
the earth, keeping one side always turned toward
the sun. This, of course, means that upon one side
of the planet it is always day and upon the other
half it is always night. To the people who live on
~e dark side-if such people there . be-our own
earth is a brilliant star ... in the sky so far away."
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ROCKS.

I~Yism.a breech-loader, worked. by some secret mechan-

The theory was: Dave Horn had not committed
and he had not made away with Winnie
suicide,
Dy Alexander Armstro :-ig.
Ray.
'
.
That coilviction was further strengthened when
David Horn 1 ; ~s the son of an old-time friend of I discovered that the piGtol bullet extracted from the
mine, and he ~·as foreman in a large machine. shop dead man would not fit the weapon found at the
in New York City . . ·
scene of the tragedy.
~ His great hobby, however, wa,s the ~:na.nufacture
When the investigation was over, I returned to
of a perfect pistol-something perfect m itself, and New York with old Horn and then I assured him
far ahead of all the firearms then in use.
that his son was innocent and that he should be
David took his usual v~cation on~ summer, ~nd avenged.
.
'
went to spend a month with some d~stant relatives I Disguising myself, I returned to the s<;ene of .the
on the Long Island shore, near H~nt111gton Bay.
murder on the same day or rather, in t he evemng,
Just about the ti.me his vacation was ~p ~is fa- I as it was growing dark 'wh~n I ent(fre~ the village
ther came to me with a long face, and said, m sad inn at Huntington.
.
yet fierc 2 tones :
The landlord of the place was a shrewd-looking
"My poor David has been murdered. We must man of forty and he was conversing with one of
.
.
the neighbors'_as I stepped up to the bar to call for
avenge him."
· Old-'Horn then gave me the following mforma- a drink, the subject, of course, being the tragedy
tion,' in somewhat broken accents:
on the rocks.
·
It appeared that Dav~d had .b~en paying ma~ked
"Talk about your New York detectives,'' said the
attent10n to a young girl residm? ~ear Huntrng- host, "I don't think much of them after this."
ton Bay, and not far f~om the relatives house where
"How is that, Jake?" asked the visitor.
"Why, that fellow 'who's just been down here is
he himself wa~ stoppm~.
A few evenings previ.ous, the lovers went down a blame fool! If he hadn't been such an idiot, I'd
for a stroll ~o ~l1e margm of the Sound.
.
' have given him a point or two on the matter." .
The visitor soon left after.
As they did not return at a late hour, their respective friends became very much alarmed about
Without any circumlocution I opened the ball by
them, .and parties were made up to set out in search saying:
.
of the absent ones.
"l am a detective from New York, workmg up
On the following morning, a little after daybreak the business you were just speaking about, and I
David's body was found on a low ·rock. under the am considered a smart one, at that."
cliffs, with a pistol wound in his forehead.
As I spoke I drew out my badge, and held it beThere was no appearance of the young girl in the fore the landlord.
neighborhood, dead or alive.
" From what you have heard, what is your theory
"Now, what do you think they say down there of the business?"
about my poor boy?"
"I think that young Horn was murdered by some
"What do they say?' I asked.
secret enemies, and that the young girl was either
"They say that David killed her, and then threw killed or abducted by the same parties."
her bbdy into the Sound, because she wouldn't have
"There's where you're right. Why in the thun.him-the wretches! To talk in that way of my der didn't you say, that when you were down here
poor boy, who wouldn't injure a fly. "
last?"
That missing girl's name was Winnie Ray,. and she
I was somewhat startled at this abrupt question,
was the only child of a wealthy gentleman who had as I saw that the man had penetrated my disguise.
purchased a valuable property in the neighborhood I Then the landlord stated the following 'facts:
some years before.
·
·
I Just-one year before, two young men, both strangI soon sought an interview with Mr. Ray, who ers in the place, entered the tavern at a late hour in
was almost heart-broken over his bereavement.
rthe night.
On the following morning accompanied by -old
One of them was very richly dressed, and he wore
Horn, I paid a visit to the scene of the t~agedy on glittering diamonds on his shirt front. The other
the rocks.
was the young man who had been found dead on
While iooking carefully around for some clew to the ro,cks. They were conversing in earnest tones
guide me in my investigation, I found a small re- when they entered the bar-room, and the wellvolver imbedded in a crevice of the natural seat.
dressed young man used very insulting language to
"Why, that's Horn's pistol! I saw it with him i his coi~panion.
.
.
the morning he left the house. He made it him- 1 A fight ensued before they were five mmutes m
the place, the well-dressed stranger being the first
self."
On examining the weapon, I could not find atria-- to strike a blow.
ger or spring of any kind, although it was evident- J In less than two minutes after the battle come
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Advising the landlord and his friends to keep silmenced, that stranger was lying on the floor of the
bar-room, and he was about as well-pummeled a ent as to what had transpired that night, we hastened back to the bay, where I hired one of the fastman as ever brought a fight on himrnlf.
Just as the beaten stranger recoyered his sense~ est y~chts in the neighborhood.
I With a well-armed crew I hastened out on the
Dave Horn turned to leave the place.
"You infernal young loafer,'' cried · the well- \ Sound in pursuit of a strange yacht, whicJ;i was
dressed stranger, 11 I'll get square on you for this beating along toward New York when we last sighted her.
before long." .
Just below Blackwell's Island we overhauled the
Dave Horn made no reply, save by a look of desuspicious craft, and the men on board her seemed
fiance.
'' l never saw either of them after, " continued the to be all unconscious of our mission.
landlord, " till I looked on the face of the dead man / Giving orders to the men in charge of the y:>cht,
yeste,rday. You just clap your hands on that city we were soon afoul of the stranger, and I was oh
swell, and you won't be far away from the mur- her deck a moment after, revolver in hand, crying:
"Tom Lasher, hold up your hands! You•are my
derer."
On the following day I had a long interview with prisoner!"
"What's the game now, Mr. Fox?"
old Horn, when I endeavored to trace the murderer,
Before I could reply, a young man sprung out of
according to description, among the young man's
the cabin, and stared at us in apparent astonishacquaintances
·
! therefore paid another visit to the scene of the ment, as he cried:
"What's the meaning of this outrage?"
tragedy, and made myself known to old Mr. Ray.
"The matter is this" I said "you are my prisI asked him if a young gentleman from New
'
'
Ybrk, whose description I gave, had ever visited his oners."
"The jig is up, Mr. Malcolm," cried Tom Lasher.
daughter.
"Poor David Horn was the only gentleman from " That's Fox, the detective, whom we trieo to do for
New York who ever visited my darling." he replied. last night."
"Yes; and I'll do for you now, you scoundrels!"
It was a dark night, and some secret impulse imThe young man uttered a cry of terror, sprang to
pelled me to pay a solitary visit to the scene of
the side of the yacht, and bounded into the water
'
the tragedy.
Seating myself on the edge of a rock, I looked out before we could touch him, or even fire at him.
While two of the men went out in search of the
on the Sound, as I said, aloud:
".W~o ca?- this YOl.mg stranger be? From the de- . young man who had sprung overboard, I descended
scnpbon given of him by the landlord, I must find to the cabin with the landlord.
we found a young lady lying on the berth, bound
.
him.
"The mischief you will!" hissed a voice behind hand and foot, and securely gagged as well.
"It is Miss Ray," cried my companion, springing
me.
Before I could turn around I received a fearfuf forward to release the distressed girl from her pain.
blow on the back of the head that sent rrie reeling ful position.
It was some time before she was sufficiently reforward on the rocks.
" Knife the meddling skunk, and into the Sound covered to relate her thrilling adventures.
. While taking a stroll on the evening of the murwith him!" cried the same voice again.
Then I lost all consciousness. When I came to der Dave Horn proposed that they should go down
my senses again, I was lying at the bottom of a to the seat on the rocks. While seated together,
her lover spoke of his invention, producing the little
fishing boat, ap.d two men w~re bending over me.
The men who had rescued me from a watery grave patent weapon at the same time! and a shot was fire~.
Supposing that he been accidentally shot by his
were pulling into Huntington Bay soon after, and
own weapon, the ydung girl uttered a cry of anI was conveyed to the tavern before mentioned.
Just as soon as I had ·recovered strength enough, guish.
A moment later she was ruthlessly seized by
I hastened back to the scene of the tragedy, accompanied by the landlor.d and four stout friends of rough hands and dragged into the cave, where she
was kept for some minutes in painful s~spense.
his.
She was then bound and gagged, and conveyed
On my way to the rocks, I learned that there
was a cave right back of the natural seat, which was to the yacht, which was lying in the landing-place
sometimes used as a cooking-place by parties of before mentioned.
The yacht cruised around the Sound until the
fishermen from the neighboring bay.
when the murderous attack was made on me,
night
approachwe
rocks,
the
.down
Stealing cautiously
when it put back again, the river pirates intending
ed the cave, keeping our weapons ready for use.
We did not find a single human being in the dark to make a raid on her father's house.
Tom La~her and his ass?ciat~s were t:ied and conand dismal apartment; but we did find traces of
1 victed and sentenced to Smg Smg for hfe.
it being very recently occupied by visitors..
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Edna Stewart, eight-y~ar-oid daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Knox Stewart of Munford, Ala., is the
champion cotton picker of Northern Halladega County and has made an unusual record during the pr.esent picking· season. The girl can "pick 40 pounds by
dinner" almost any day without half trying, accor·ding to her own way of expressing it,.and t he speed
Iwi'th which she gathers the ·1ocks is the marvel of
her neighbors and friends. The picker regards her
achievement as a matter of course and takes it for
granted that any other little girl who lives on a
farm is "doing her bit" by getting out and taking
what the boll weevil left.
·
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CHUCKLES

Lady (to man at book stall) - ! want an entertaining novel to read in the train; I would like the style
•--------------------~to be rather pathetic, too. Book Vender-Will t he
GOOD CURRENT NEWS ARTICLES "Last Days of P_ompeii" do? . Lady-:--Pon:peii? r
·
never heard of hun. What did he die of! Bopk
At Wapato, Yakima County, Washington, is per- Vender-I am not sure; I think it was some kind of
haps the only bank in the United. States owned and an eruption.
controlled by Indians. The Amel'ican,. Commercial
Bank in the centre of the Yakima Indian reservaThe Sunday-school t eacher was astounded to see
tion, was established about a year ago, and is on a
solid financial basis, doing an exceptionally good one of her small pupils- sitting on a younger playbusiness. All of its officers and directors with the mate and holding him tight to the ground. "Why,
Johnny!" she exclaimed. "Didn't I tell you not to
exception of the cashier are Indians.
strike any one until you had counted one hundred '? "
"Ain't hit 'im yet!- -Sixty-five-se'enty- se'entyWilliam White, a farmer living near Jackson- five-eighty"-ville, Ill., had a cow which mysteriously disappeared
more than two weeks ago. The bovine merged from
Captain-What became of that pacifist who was
a straw stack the. other day. White said it ate its
kicking
around here? Sergeant (colored)-He was
way through the stack and that it was inside that
all the time without water, eating nothing but straw. cqnvicted of high treason and dey put him in de
· He declares the animal lost 300 pounds during the guardhouse foh weeks. Captain-Well, he was
lucky. 'l'hat's mighty small punishment for high
ordeal.
treason. Sergeant-Yaas ! He wah lucky. Aft ah
de two weeks was up dey took him out and shot him.
Charles Hotchkiss, Ashtabula's champion lawn
mower, broke his own record this season. Hotchkiss has mowed 950 lawns in the past twenty-eight
A visitor to Fort Hancock, N. J., recently stopped
weeks for which he was paid a total of $402.72. He a private in Bilttery B, directly in front of t he Y. M.
kept forty-one lawns mowed ea.ch week during the C. A. building and asked him the quickest way t o get
summer. His previous high record for a season to the post hospital. The pri.vate's reply was as folwas 800. Hotchkiss is seventy-five. His right leg lows : "Well, sir, just you go over there on t he
has' been broken in five places. He makes his living parade grounds, holler three cheers. for the
mowing h~>vns and shoveling snow.
kaiser, and you'll be there, before you can say J ack
Robinson."

I

A kind hearted burglar who entered the home of
G. K. McClure, No. 2214 Confederate Place, Louisville, Ky., and stole jewelry valued at' $62, dealt a
quartet of pawnbrokers a blow when he sent four
pawntickets for the jewelry to Chief of Detectives
De Forester. Members of the McClure family secured the jewels without havin,g to pay. The heaviest
loser among the brokers was the one who ,had accepted a diamond solitaire valued at $44.

"My friend," said a hotelkeeper to an over-avaricious boarder, "you eat so much I shall have to
charge you an extra half-dollar. "An extra halfdollar !" replied his boarder, with his countenance
the very picture of pain. "For goodness' sake, don't
do that! I'm most dead now, eating three dollars'
worth, and if you put on an extra half dollar I ·shall
certainly bust- i shall.''
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTERES'T

WILD DUCKS PURSUE GRASSHOPPERS
parative freedom over the plain. It makes early
The invasion of North Dakota by grasshoppers acquaintance, however , with t he garrochista's pie.
has brought a counter invasion of wild ducks and Though the latter is merely a pole with no blade,
geese. according to· the reports of the game wardens but only a small point, like the short end of an alpenfrom all over .the State. In virtually every section· stock, it is a formidable weapon whe'n cleverly
of the State where there is water thousands of ducks wielded.
and geese are to be found weeks earlier than usual
At the age of about two and a half a crisis arrives
feeding on grasshoppers. Deer are more plentiful in the life of a fighting bull. The or deal,• which
than in former years along the Missouri River bot- every animal must uiidergo, is one that very few
tom according to report~.
foreigners have witnessed.
In the cool of the late aft ernoon' a par ty of horsemen gather on a plain, accompanied by a profesSOMETHING •ABOUT SPIDERS
sional picador. Two of the number, armed with
Spiders bmld a silken nest close to their snare, long lances, ride up to the herd, round which is a
connecting the two by stout cable along which they guardian ring of horsemen. It should be rne:1tioned
can run. When at rest they stay in this retreat, that the full her d has already been split into two
keeping OH.e claw on the cable, which immediately portions by the removal of the belled bullocks to a
tells them of any capture, the vibrations of the web dlstance of half a mile. The guards now allow a
being transmitted along the cable. Moreover, their bu11 to escape, and off the latter goes, at once toward
sense of touch is so fine that they can tell the where- hi's bullock friends, tail in air, · scurrying over the
abouts of the insect from the vibrations alone. When plain, closely pursued by the galloping horsemen.
a fly impinges on the web the spider dashes down
The latter, indifferently mounted on ewe-necked
from her nest and seizes the luckless victim, who ponies, do not usualLy succeed in overhauling thelr
is quickly paralyzed by her poisonous bite.
quarry for a few hundred yards; but then the nearIf it is a large insect, such as a wasp or bee, she est horseman, with his lance in rest, ranges alongapproaches it cautiously, keeping at a safe distance side and delivers a prod. The bull turns to one
while she throws sprays of silk over the hapless side letting up the other horseman, who in, his turn
creature, which, becoming completely entangled in delivers a thrust and throws the bull over.
the mesh, is powerless to use its sting or to protect
Up gets the bull and again flees, pursued, as beitself in any way. When the capture is made good fore, by the horsemen. The whole business is very
the spider avoids the tail end with its fatal weapon, like pigsticking, with a much larger and slower
but sucks the creature dry from its head extremity. quarry. This time the animal makes toward the
Sometimes she does not feel competent to deal with horsemen, who, in scattered groups, are for the presthese insects, and then if they blunder into her web, ent spectator s and possibly judges of the sport.
sooner than have· the snare torn by' their struggles,
Before the bull reaches the latter, however, one
she herself bites the thread which holds them and
of
his pursuers ranges alongside once more, when
so liberates her prisoners.
the
bull receives a third prod and down he goes
Among \the web-weavers the males are not often
again.
Thoroughly annoyed, he swings around for
seen, though their actual number probably is only
the
charge,
but his immediate adversa1' gallops
slightly less than of the females-at all events during the mating season. When young, the spiders of on and is out of reach. He turns his attention,
both sexoo make perfect webs, but the males on therefore, to number two, whose place has now
reaching maturity s~em to lose the art, only spin- been taken by the professional picador. This man,
ning a small snare composed of a few rambling lines with couched lance, awaits the bull's onset. The
of no very fixed design. They become nomadic in latter charge.s._ again, and yet again, to be received
each time on the point of the lance. .
their habits, and their life is of short duration.
And so the game proceeds. If the bull, after receiving a plentiful succession of stabs, which mereSELECTING FIGHTING BULLS
ly inflict flesh wounds and do no serious harm, 'is
The famous fighting bulls of Spain are among the undismayed and continues to charge as gamely as
interests of the Andalusian plains. The Spanish ever he is considered to have pluck and fire enough
bull often has a ~ather hollow back; its horns are to be worthy of the ring. . But should he, finding
large, rather wide, and turned up and inward- that his charges are fruitless, turn sulky, refuse to
never short, very thick and turned downward, as charge his opponents and endeavor to flee from
them, he is branded as cowardly, is fattened, and
is usually the case with bulls of vther countries.
in
due time is converted into beef.
In its early youth the Spanish bull roams in com-
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GOOD READING

•

PRINTER IS LEFT $250,000.
Gough is fifty year s of age and weighs 161
Duncan E. Fuller, a compositor in a newspaper pounds. Now that the ice is stopping him from rowoffice in Utica, is the chief legatee under the will of ing, he t:;i,kes long walks. He is an old Boston oarsthe late Dr. Robert M. Fuller.
. man, having rowe many races on the Charles
Besides receiving outright $10,000 and the doc- River. He is a great advocate of outdoor sports.
tor's personal property in Schenectady, N. Y., he
will receive a. trust fund from the residue of the
$7-A-WEEK MAID COM:(NG BACK.
estate, which, it is estimated by attorneys, will
The
day of the $7-a-week servant girl, who would
amount to $250,000.
cook, sweep, mind the baby, wash dishes, run the
laundry and do odd jobs of -calcimining in her spare
DVCKS DISAPPEAR.
time, is coming again, according to Miss Elizabeth
Decrease of muskrats as a result of slaughter for Moynihan, of the Travelers' Aid Society, Chicago.
their pelts is said to have been the direct cause of
Every boat from Europe is br inging hundreds of
poor duck shooting dur_ing the past season on duck- Scandinavian, Irish, English and Italian girls eager
ing grounds in Southern Canada and the Middle to do housework, Miss Moynihan says. The TravWest, which were formerly famous for good sport. elers' Aid Society is assist ing scor es en fl'." Oute west
The reason given is that with the .disappearance from New York.
of the muskrats from the marsh lands noxious weeds
"I expect that in three or four months, " one emand undesirable growth are supplanting the natural ployment agent head said, " we will have almost the
foods of migratory water fowl.
old conditions back-girls willing to work for $7 or
In 'Certain parks where the muskrat is protected, $8 a week, instead of 'highty-tighty' dusters willing
these animals maintain the marsh-:;s in an ideal con- to assist in housework for $15 a week."
dition for the growth of wild rice and other vegetation attractive to the ducks.
I
HOW TC
ROWED 1,406 MILES IN 1919.
WRITE THEM
By JAMES P. COGAN
Prjee 3~ Cents Per Copy
The Metropolitan Rowing Club awarded the grand
This book conta ins all t he m ost r ecent ch a n ges i n the m eth od of
rowing medal to John E. Gough for rowing the
con s tru ction a n d s u b mi ssion of scenarios. Six t y L essons, cover •
ing every pha se of scen a r io w ritin g , from t h e mo.;t ele m ~ n t al
greatest number of miles in 1919. Starting March
t o the m ost a d va n ced pri nciples. T h is tr e ati ~ e cove r s eve r y thin g a per son ma st kn ow i n orde r t o m ake m on ey a s a s u c2, Gough rowed nearly e11ery day from the club house
cessful scenario writer. Fo r snle b y a l l\ News-dea ler s a nd
BookSto r es. If y ou can n ot proc u re a cop y, send us t he . Price,
opposite the Polo Grounds, to the mouth of the Hud35 cen ts, in mon ey or pos tage s tam p s, an d we w ill mail y ou one,
postage
free. Add ress
son River and return. The log shows for the year
L. SENARENS, 219 Se venth A ve .• New York, N. Y.
ended December 3i a total of 1,406 miles.

SCEN .AR IOS

•

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE''
PUBLISHEB SEMI-MONTHLY. 10 CENTS A COPY
Handsome Colored Covers-32 Pages of Reading-Great
Authors-Famous Artists-,-Fine Presswork
It contains ex citin g and mysteriou s d etec tiv ~ s torie~ , sketches,
novelettes. serial s and a large amount of other mteres ting matter.
Order a copy from th is list.
No.

-LATEST ISSUESNo.

39 THE ST..lIN ON PAGE 61.
by Charles T. Jordan.
{0 Tlrn MASKED :M YSTERY,
lty Police Serreant KellJ'.
H THE BL..lCK SOUL, · b1
Beulah Poynter. ·
{2 S ..\ :\ CTUARY . by William
Hamilton Osborne.
43 THE MYSTERY OF THE
SEVEN
SHADOWS,
b7
Charles F. Oursler.
44 THI;; SIGN OF THE DRAGON, by C. Martin Eddy.
Jr.
45 "THE MAGIC OF DETEC·
TIVE WOO FANG.' 0 by
Frank Whlttl.eld.

46 THE DECOL by Wllllam
H a milton Os horne.
47 U'HE HO USE ' WITH 30
S'£EPS. by R.a.Iph D . Porter.
48 WHEN
T l:Ull
CLOCK
STRUCK 13. by Dr. Harry
Enton.
49 A PIECE OF BLOTTING
PAP E R , by Dorothy Weber.
50 TH E $200,000 MYS'£ERY, by
Eth el R ose m..nu .
51 " THE CASE OF DOCTOR
R R I CE ," by Mary R . P.
HRt ch .
52 "THE PHANTOM MOTOR."
by Laura Reid Montgomery.

The Famous Detective Story Out To-day in No. 53 is
"THE BLACKJACK," by William Hamilton Osborne
FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher. 168 W. 23d St., New York City.

l

'~ Movinu Picture Stories"
·A Weekly Magazine Devoted to Photo plays and Players
PRICE

SEVEN

CENTS PER

COPY

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
32 P'a ges of Reading. Magnificent Colored Cover' Portraits
of Prominent Performers. Out Every Friday
Each number contains Fi'l"e Stories of
Screens- Elegant H a lf-tone Scen es f r om
Articles A b out Prominent P eople in
Actors and Ac tresses in the Studios and
Lessons In Scen a rio Writing.
THIS

the Best Films on the
th e Pla:vs-Interesting
t he Fil ms-Doings of
While P i c ture ·m a kin~

LITTLE !llAGAZINE GIV E S YOU l\IORE F OR
MONEY THAN ANY OTHE R SIMILAR l'UBLICATION ON THE MARKE T!

YOUR

Its aut h ors are til e Ye ry best tha t mon ey can procure; Its
pr ofu se illu s tra ti ons are ex q uisite, . an d it s s p ecial Articles are by
the greatest e xpe rts in t hei r particular .line.
Buy a copy Now from you r n e wsd ealer, or send u s 7 cents In
money or pos ta ge stamps, and we will mall yon any number
you d esire.
H.~RRY

E. Wt>LFF, Pub., 166 W. 23d St., New York City

Cigare.t te Ha·bit

REAL PHONOGRAPH
FREE
Beautifully finished, nickel winding
crank, spring .motor, speed regulator,
stop lever. New improve_d sound
box with mica diaphragm-

~ifkina~r~{~~~y~odA~~~ci~
ous

Hol.v to Overeom£ It Quickly and Easily
Unleas you have been exceptionally careful
the cigarette habit bas a hold which you
cannot shake olf by will power.
The lnre of the cigarette ia powerful. Ia
it the nicotine that is poieoning your .aystem,
makil2g you nervous, heart weak, dyspeptic,
eye 1trained and irritable?
Are you troubled with aleeplesenesa al nii:ht
and dullness in the morning until you halVI
doped yourself with the nicotine of cigarettes
or pipe, or chewi04 tobacco f t They're all the
Ba.mo , you know.
.
·
Give your poisc..... aturated body, from your
!".ale rel!.,,..ieh akin right into your palo ye!-

SEND NO MONEY

lowish liver, a chance to be free from the
meaD. slavery of nicotine .
Get ' rtd of the viciOU'll hablt.
Lengthen
your life. Become contented and spread happineea amonr others. Enjoy tranquillity com·
bined with foreeful thought and real elliciency.
I know wh&t will conquer the tobacco habit
in three days. You i:ain the Tictory oompletely and priTately al homo.
My new book will be very interestinr tc
you. Ii will come to you in a plain wrappor1
tree, poet1;>ald. You, will be surprised ana.
delighted 1f yo11. write to Edward J. Wootll,
'l'T -103, Statton F, New York, N. Y.

Just your name, and we will 1end
you 24 of our Ar\ Piclures to dis•
p ose of on speci al offer n.t 2fl'c
each, Send us the $6 you collect and we will send this new
Improved E. D. L. Phonograph
and a select ion of 6 records free.

E.D. UFE, Dep1.2T46 CHltAGO

SA VES YOU MOltJEY ·
Buy dir ect and save $10 to $!0 on a

bicycle. RAN GER BICYCLES now

come in 44 styles, color& and sizes.
gTeatly improvt> d; prices reduced. WIE

...
~Oiiii;;;;i;;;;iiiiii~;;=:;;;;::-·~B~O~O~K~O~N~iiiiiiii.,--r

DELIVER FREE to you on approval and

30 daya trial, actual riding test.

DOG DISEASES
~

And How to Feed

~...

Mailed free to a117 addreu by
the Anth'>r

~merica's

EASY PAYMENTS If desired, at r
emall advance oYer our Rea-ular Fae·
tory ·t o·Rider cub grtccs.

Pioneer
H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,
Dog Medi1iHs 118 West 31st Street. New YCJrk

Play Eight
Instruments

An Old Physician's Genuine
Remedy that Hits the Spot

Tile llosaeF Company, CA-104, Atlanta. Ga

free

bi~

e:;~;~!~:1!: :anb~~me~*ertora!~

fnuatrated boo'k. u Alu. boat. l' 1n:aerllle," Jl'BE1'.
&md 6 cents poata.,.J and •tate &a• ud occupation.

FREDERIC LA DELLE. St&.224.JACKSOll!'MICH.

Head Noises, Hay Fever, Deafnes~

'so

dries unt iltJou aet our

J t.elJ ~ou howl Faaclnatlns prof_e Hfop . 8fir uJ.
a.riN . EXJ>orience unnoceaaa.ry, Splendid e~tt·
~ntl!I al wan w&ititl ~.
()pportnnlt7 f or lhnl .

Put an End to
CATARRH

and cigarettes
you tnay uae any form you
~refer) by 116Ildingonly 10 eta., llilverorstampe,

du D·

EAD CYCLE
COMPANY
Dept. 81118 Chlcaao
CET.O!'ll 'THE STACE
VAUD EVI LLE
..

it acntaina no tobacco
No atomaoh dooing; a
pl.eual2t h erbal relief directed toward a complete
cure of irritation, dischar;::e1, offenaiTe oder, faWng
of mueus into throa.t; also buzzinc, roaring, riniing
or other <liatreaaing head sounds and h•l\ring diffioultr due to ever obnoxiou and health inJ.uinJ. catarrh. Rid your..U of it. Enio11 li/1 I
Dr. Bloeser says also,
· you ahould keef> aomo of
this amoking compound
ready to aid in prcventin1 the dreaded inftu,n.ral
While •njoyini: the pleuant smoking benefit, you
may save your life, 10
don't be ncglizent.
You may obtain a proof package of\ thi.e
potent herbal remedy, inelucfulc holder, pipe

and

Do not huy a bicycle, Urea, or

i.I
m

Open L egs, IDcers, Enlsrged Veins, E czema
healed while you work. Write for book "How
to H eal My Sore L egs at H olIJe. " Describe
your case_
A. C. LIEPE,
1457 Green Bay Avenue, Mihvankee, Wis.

~ Tloe remedy is harmless;
01 other del c t~ rious druf!• -

sJ~:i~~;,_~am;~;f~J!~

a?:~~:. c~ P::h!rb"ln~~e:v!~,i~:~·

SO- RE'LE-G S HEALED

Amazing benefits are
being reported by per!5003 who suffered from
catarrh, p er s i s t e n t
cold& in the head, and
many who were troubled by head noisea
and difficult hearin(J
due to same cause; also
hay-fever and rose oold;
A noted physician,
Dr. Blosser, hu found
a combinD.tion of herbfo
-fragrant, soothing and healinit-to be smoked
in a f.ipe, cigarette, or by burning in a spoon.
Inha e the wholesome medicated vapor. Look
for quiok, happy relief.

machine in every way.

Delighted thousand• of homes.

No Study
Nece11ary
Every home, every group o! !rienda
should have Sone-o··Phones, the re·
markable instruments that anyone
can play. They produce rich, sweet,
powerful tonts, lmltatlni band In-

f
::ri;:i~o.~a~ ~::CJe~11
ff you oalt fium, talk or sinir you and your friends can.
beoome expert Bonr-o-Phone players rirht away, and pia:v
anyt.hln& from the a-ood old sones to tbe ~ost populll' hits.

vf!y,stud7

Spng-o-Phones
are delighting
thousands
Send right away for booklet and
full parUculars about these wonder·
ful, 1nexpens!ye !nstrumen~.

At al/ musical instrument
dealers, department stores and
toy shops. or write for free
Booklet.

IThe Sonoohone Company
I87 Nlntll ll., llAB"okl)'n, N. Y.
S.

Become Thin
FREE BOOK
It you would like to reduce 10 to 60

pounds In e. rational, safe, pleasant way
by guaranteed method, endorsed by phyelclane, get a box of oil of koreln (In
capsules) at the druggist's, follow directions of koreln system. Safe, Pleasant and
easy for you. Valuable Information In new
book entitled "Re<Luce Weight Happily"
malled (plain wrapper) free by Koreln
Co., NG-GOJ.. Station F, New York City.

VERS OUIDE,oruEuyleadtelarrl•Ct
Bow•W•u•.._ .....

-«••10C-r1•..,.ht.18ld.. 00
MA1DAWM ..... ll• .... toaakelllla~ . . . . .
..... o.auaJUcJaa..ll.eler. 00 1ltttoWlatbePaYW•fLacll~
:fWM.cU.a1•dq,u~.Ae. IJl1u'jett1WJNM&.n,._ 10C POSTPAID

YANKEE PUB. CO.. TILTON. N. H.

/

'

GAINED 25 POUNDS IN 2MONTHS
SINCE

QUITTING

TOBACCO

BIT

SUCCESSFUL. CONQUEROR ATTAINED AT LAST!

-

HJALMAR NELSON, (add1·ess on application), whose photo appears at the left,·
learned of a book and othpr information being given FREE, explaining how Tobacco
Habit can be conquered by oneself, safely, speedily and completely. He obtained the informatipn and is now able to report a gain of 25 poun~ in weight (from 163 to 188
pounds), as well as
,
.
OVER SLAVERY TO
TOBACCO HABIT

A THREE DAYS' VICTORY

are more letters-voluntary, testi!llonials. Though th~y are a small baction. of the thousands and thousands
HERE
that can be produced, they are sufficient to show you what may be expected after the Tobacco Habit is over-

come within 72 hours, by the simple Woods Method:

"Whlle addicted to the tobacco habit, every muscle and joint
a cbed, and r had almos t given up business. I was poor in
health, weighing about 130 pounds. Now 1 am well, wolgh
10~ pound• and can wo rk every day.
I have never wanted to
chew or sinoke 8 inc 0 following the Woods met.hod."-A. F.
Shelton, (No. 199600), Pittsylvania Co., Va. (Full address on
application .)
•
"l have no craving for tobacco; this I consider wonder.t u! after
having used a \ pipe for 35 years. I have gain ed 12 pounds In
two months, which is very good at the age of 59 years. To say
tllat the bencftte far excoed my expect&tions, ls putting it l{lildly.
Anyone in doubt can refer to me."- Jobn Brodie, (No. 1511235),
Wapello Co., Iowa. (Full address on application.)
"I had wolghed as low as 128 pounds, never got over 135 while
1 used tobacco. Now I weigh 156 pounds. Everyone wants to
know why I got so fleshy; I tell them to follow Edward J.
Woods' method for overcoming tobaeco /nd find out."-W. S.
Morgan, No. 11815 KJ, Cooke Co.. Te .
(Full address on
appllcatl on.)
"I 1moked for more than 20 years but now I am proud to s ay
that for the past nine months I have no crave for smokins; I
feel better and am galnlns' in weight every month since I
stopped."-Wllllam Crawford, (Nci. 206737), Philadelphia Co.,
Penna. (Full address on appllcation.)

r

"May God bless you. I am feeling finer every day of my l!fen ot like the same person. "My appetite Is better, and my
stomach is all right. I can hold out In walkin!f better, my
voice is I.Jetter and my heart ls stronger."-Mrs. Mattie E. Stevenson, (No. 230738), St. John Co., 1'' la. (Full address on appllcation.)
"Have .used tobacco in all forn;is (mostly chewing) for u
years, usmg about a plug or tobacco a day. I began following
your Method on a Friday noon and a fter that day the craving
for tobac,l!o was gone. I am always r ead y to praise you and
t~e goocl wor!< you are doing. I .ca n al s o say that I have gained
nme pounds m seven w eeks, and feel like a now man."-Robert
S. Brown, (No. 22ll852) Worcester Co., Mass. (li' ulJ'Jaddress on
application .) •
I
'r
· "My husband hasn't smoked a single cigarette, and has no aesire to smoke since following your method of quitting. He
, looks like a new man-the best I ever saw him, He gained seventeen pounds, and is feeling flne."-Mrs . Carl c. Rogers, (No.
2~4360), Iredell Co., North Carolina. (Full address lm applicat1on .)
"I was using about one pound and a half of chewing tob acco
a week, but since quitting through your system, I have gained
a"out 15 pound•, and have better .health by tar, thnn befo re."W. S. 'J>.owell No. 139149), Harper Co., .Okla. (Full address oil
application.)

WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO QUIT TOBACCO QUICKLY AND EASILY
.AND ENJOY YOURSELF A THOUSAND TIMES BETTER
WHILE IN ROBUST HEALTH?
Why continue to commit slow suicide, when you can live a
really contented life, if you only get your body and nerves
right? It is unsafe and torturing to attempt to rid oneself of
tobacco by suddenly stopping with "will power"-don't do it.
The correct way is to eliminate nicotine poison from the system, and genuinely over..
comlf the craving.
Tobacco is poisonous and seriously injures the health•in several ways, causing
such disorders as nervous dyspepsia, sleeplessness, gas belching, gnawing or other
uncomfortable sensation in stomach, constipation, headache, weak eyes, loss ,of vigor,
red spots on skin, throat irritation,, catarrh, asthma, bronchitis, heart failure, melancholy, lung trouble, impure (poisoned) blood, heartburn, torpid liver, loss of appetite,
bad teeth, foul breath, lassitude, lack of ambition, weakening and
talling out of hair and many other disorders.
. Over.come that. peculiar nervousness and craving for cigaret+.os,
"I'
cigars, pipe, ch ew111g tobacco or snu ff .
•
J:Iere is an opportunity tb ·receive FREE a carefully compiled
treatise on the · subject, containing interesting and valuable information that you
should be g~aq to learn about. This book tells all about the l.'enowned ·Three Days'
Method by which Mr. Nelson, and thous~nds and thmJ,sands of others, saved themselves
from the life-wrecking tobacco habit. Full particulars, in'tluding the book on tobacco
a,nd snuff habit, >v1H be mailed fREE TO YOU in plain wrapper, postpaid. All you
need do is merely REQUEST IT. A postcard will do. Address

STOP RUINING
YOUR LIFE.

FREE.

"I sleep well and h ave no more
r estless or nervous feellng. r am
past s eventy-eight years of age,
and feel fi n e since adopting the
Wo1>ds Method." ·
-John P. Monter (Photo above)
Civil War Veteran
(Full address · on application.)

.~~ard J. Woods, TA-103,StationF, New Yor~, N.Y.
. ,•

1

Wo nde rful Victory
Over Baldness

HAIR GROWN ON MR. BRITTAIN'S BALD HEAD BY
'INDIAN'S MYSTERIOUS OINTMENT

Now has Prolific Hair and Will Give TTue Recipe Free; it is
Scientifically Verified
My honest belief is that hai r root s rarely
die, e'I:~!' whel\ the bair fall ~ out th rou gh
clandrn!f, !ever, excessive dryuess or ot her
cltsordcrs. I am convinced, and am sure.
mm1y scienti ' t~ will agree, that t!Je hair
roots become imbecldcd within the scalp, covere<! by h ard skin , so tbat they are like
bulbs or seecls In a bottle which wlll g row
wlwn ft>rtillz ed. Shampoos (wbicl! contain
h a1kalisJ
.
.• Growt
. of H air
• ' S ecret
I n dians
anc1 11a ir 1ot1ons which contain a 1co1101J are enemies to the bnlr, a s they dry
At a time when I hnd become dl sco urnged it, makin g it brittle.
at trying various hair lotions. tonics, special·
lsts' treatments, etc., I came across, in my
·The Secret Now Revealed
travels, a Cherokee In<liau "medicine mun "
wbo had an elixir that be guaranteed would
I \\"as induced, while on a b usiRecently
I
fa.th,
grow my hair. Althoulfll I had no
ness trip to London, to introduce kotalko,
gave It a trial. 'l'o my amazpment, a light the Indian hair elixir. It m et with an imfuzz soon appea red . It d e1,eJo.p ed, clay by med ia t e demand, and has since been intro·
day, into a regular healthy gro1Yth and ere duced 11iroughout England and .France,
long my bair was as prolific as i n my youth- wbern, despite the war, It ls !laving a g r ea t
ful clays.
sal e. Its popularity comes cl)idly from tbe
That I was amazed and happy Is express- voluntary eudorsements of u~ers.
Man7
ing my state of mind mildly .
pe rsons-men, women · and cbi!dren-a ~e re·
were
casew
Some·
growth.
porting new hair
Hair Gr ew LuxUl"iantly.
really more extraordinary than my own. For
grew
kotalko
Obviously, the hair roots bad not been in stance. a lady repo rted thathair (her nat·
d ead, but were dormant In th e scalp, awa~t a beautiful supply of blonde had
been combead
ing th e fertilizing potency of the mysteriou s ur(l.l shade) arter hec
pletely bald •Ince a fever nine years prepomade.
W'?{n a wig ever si nce.
It became my sudden dete11minat!on to pos- viously, and she bad bad
a bald spot which
A m!lltary ofllcer
sess the r ecipe or secret If I could. Having
for some time.
used my most persuasive arguments which lla 'l been growing larger
completely covwas
it
weeks
few
a
Within
convinced the aged savant of my sincerity,
examples.
numerous
mention
could
I
ered.
expect
to
fairness
only
had
he
and that
here, I . In·
arrangements
made
having
from me, I succeeded In galulng the s ecret Now,
to tbe
according
kotalko
supply
to
tend
exin
ifie
r
valuable
a
him
recipe by giving
genuine Indi a n's formula to whomsoever
change.
wishes to obtain It. Ten cen ts will b ring a
~estlng box to you.
I Put t he Secret Away

My bead at, the top and back was absolut~ly bald. :rhe scal p " ·as shln.v. _An ex-1
P.c,1.t sa!cl that as he thou g ht tb e baa· roo ts
\Hie exUnct, ,and tber~ was no h ope of my
.
eve,r bav. ng a ne'Y hair growth .
Yet , 11ow, at the age of u6, I have a luxur1hair!
trous
lus
apt growth of SJft, strong,
No trace of baldness.

Are you one of the 98% who

didn't finish High School? I( so you
are badly handicapped. Without this
trainiiig you are barred .from a successful business c~er, from the
leading professions, fro.n well-paid
civil service jobs, from teaching and
college entrance, in fact from all
worthwhile positions.
You don't want
to be handicapped
nor do you have to
be. Let the American Sch{>oLgive:
you the training you missed. Our

GEi THIS
lllAINlll G

N OWZ

High School Course covers every subject
taught in a resident school. It will broaden
your knowledge, make you keen, alert and
capable and fit you to earn a higher
salary. You can complete the entire
course in two years.

I

.

Test this Course at our expense.

Take ten full examinations, then:i you don't
feel satisfied you are not out one cent.
Training alone will make you master of your
work, able to think and act for yourself
and competent enough to secure and holCI
the position you want. Whether you lack
High School training or specialized instruc·
tion NOW is the time to get it.

BIG DEMAND FOR
SICILLID WODICEllS
The demand was never greater for skilled
workers in every trade and profession. The
pay was never hi11her-the opportunities
never l{J"eater. T ram and get into the game
for all 1t is worth. We cuarantee oatiafac
tion. You do nol risk one cent. Check and
mail Coupon NOW. We will promptly eend
you full d etails and Free Bulletin.
0

AMERICAN SCllOOL
OP COlllllSPOllDH CI
Chica110, Jlllnob
Tell.me how I can fit myself
for tbe position marked X:
.....Hia'h School Graduate
-·"Electrical Engineer
•.._'l'eJephone Engineer
•. ,_Archi tect
..... Draftsman
.....Buildina Contrnct or
••. _Structural Ena-inaer
... -MeC'hanical Ena'ineer

::~~~E~:ie::er

..... Shop Superintenden'&:
•.... Lawyer
•.. -Busin ess Manaaer
•. ,_Auditor
•.... Certified Public Accoontan&:
•.... Stenographer
•.... Bookkeeper
..... Fire Insurance Adjost.r

:::::~:i~~J'blf:~~:~eer

Name ········-········· ..···········•·············· ..···•·..·······..--....- ~dc!resa.···--- -···-············-·-·· ·-··-·--·-·····- -

,

My regular business took all my time,
Recipe Given Free
h owever, and I W1!.s compelled to forego my
The r ecipe I •hall be pleased t o mall free.
plans to Introduce the wonder fu l ko·tal-ko
(which I call for short kotalko) and I put Addre~s : .Tohn Hart Brittai n, BH-103, Sta·
tlon F, New York, N. Y. Or I will mall the
the secret asl!le for some years.
That my own llalr-growtli was perme.nen t recipe with a testing box of k otalk o for lO
cents, sl!ver or stamps.
has been amply p roven.

0·~~~~•~Y ~!!.~~~~.~~
I 0BA cc
HABIT
0r SNUFF

& '1

CUred Or No P l'1l •

No matter wh ether us~d In pipe, cigarettes.
cigars, chewed, or u sed In the f orm of snutr. ,
Superba Tobacco Remedy contains nothing
Injuri ous, no dope, poisons, or habit forming drugs. Guaranteed. Sent on trial. It
It cures costs you one d • llar. If it falls, or It
you are not perfectly s11tlsfiecl, costs you
nothing. Write for full remed y today. ,

1everal years ago. Doctors eald my only
hope of cure was an operation. Tru1•e11
did me no good. Finally I got hold of aom1t hing that quickly and completely oured
m e. Years have passed and the ruptu~e hae
never returned, although I am dOln• h&t-4
work as a carpenter. 'l' here wa.1 no 0Pl3•
tlon, no lost time, no trouble. I h•Ye notlt•
Ing to sell, but will giv e full lnformatlcffl
about how you may ftn d a. complete
without operation, If you write to me,
E u gene M. Pullen, Carpen t er, 679F Marcellus Av enue, Manasquan, N . :r. Better out
out this, notice and sh ow It to any other11
who are ruptured-you may sa.ve a. Ute or
at least stop the mis e ry of rupture aa4 t-.i
:Worry and danger of an operatton.

cure

I

S UPERBA COMPANY, M21, Baltimore. l\ld.

Tuber culosi s
It was when physiclana
said it was impossible for J.
M. Miller, Ohio Druggist, t.o
survive the ravages of Tuberculosis, he began experiment.
Ing on himself, and discovered
the H ome Trea tment, known
as ADDILINE. Anyone with
coughs showing tubercular

Lates t Phot•
188 Pound•
so Pound•
te
tendency of T u berculosis, may u se it u nder p lain directions. Send your name and addreH
Clolamba.. OlaJe
•
110 Arcad._e. Bulldin&".
•
ADDIL I N J!l

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76
-LATEST

980 The ~iberty Boys' Secret: or, The G.irl Spy of Brooklyn.
981 Th e Libe rty Boys In the Swa mp; or, Fight ing Alon g th " Sant
!182 The Li be rty Boy s ' Com pac t; or. Bound h:v An Oath.
983 'l'h ~ Li b~rty B.o:rs' H ollow Sq uare; or, Holding Off th ~ He j

ISSUES~

ntlll The Li hc·t r Boys a t" Tarrant's Tavern; or, Surprised by
Tarl eton.
!liO Tl' e L i l1rrt y B oy s' Drum BP-a t ; or, Culling Out the rat riots.
971 Th 0 L il•Pr t y Boys In a Tig h t Place; or, Dick Slater's Luck
Sh ot .
972 'l'h <" LihPrty R oy s Settling Old Scores; or, The Capture o_
Gen prn J Prescott.
973 Th0 Lilw r ty B oy s and Trumpeter Barney; or, The Brave
Jfog' lM"s D efia nce.
!lH The Lih0rry Boy s in Irons: or, Caught on a Prison Ship.
Oi ::i T he Liberty Boys and th e R efu gees; or. The Escape nt Battle
P as$.
07G T h e L ihel'ty Boy s Afte r the Jaegers; or, The American Canse
i n Pel'il.
!li7 T h e Lihrrt:;o Boys, Li ghtning Sweep; or, The Affair At Ruge·

s ian.; ,

,

984 Th e Lib erty Boys' Con n tet•,lg n; or, Hot Work at the Forts.
985 T he Li he rt.r HoyR ' Go ld Chest : or, Tl1e O:d Tory 's S rcret.

9S<l 'l'h e L iherty
987 'l'h e L i ber ty
988 Th e Liber t y
Da n ger .
98!> Tlifai~l~~~~ty

Boy s• H elpin g Ha rd en ; o r, S py Against Spy.
B or s ' Com pact ; or. lil ound by an Oath.
Iiors on Pi cket Duty; or, Facin g the W orst

Boys and th e Queen's Rangers ; or, Rnldin:? lJ

9~0

The Liber ty B oy s at Savann ah ; or. Att nck ecl On All Slcl os.
!lnl The Lib erty Boys and DeKalb; or. D ick Slatpr's Last BullQ
9!12 Th e Lib erty Boys' Seven Battl<'s ;· or, F i ghting in the Forest,
993 Th e L i berty Boys and the Pres s Gang; or, The R aid
Fra un ce's Tavern .
k ,- ·, ;\[ill.
994 The Li bf'rty Boys at the Death Line; or. Saving the Prison
!17~ T hr J.il>PT't )· Boys and the Dumb Messenger; or, Out With
of Logtown.
thp i\lottntn l n i\Ien .
995 The Ll be1·ty Boys in Prison; or, The E scape From tbe
97n Th 0 Li\10rty Boys ' Cavalry Charge; or, Running Out 'the
Sugar Hou se.
Sk inners.
F or •n le by all newsdealers. or will he sent to any a.d dress on receipt of price, 7 cents per copy, In money or postage stamps, by

FRA NIC 1 TOWlEY, Publisher,

.-

168 W. 23d St., N. '

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMl3ERS

vf these weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers. they can be obtained from the publishers direct.

Write o
and fill in your Order and send it with the prlce of ihe weeklies you want, and the weeklies will be sent to you by ret11
mail. 'POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.
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HAND BOOKS

No. 40 • .HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELEONo, GO. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGTRICITY.-A description of the wonderful RAPHER.-Contalning useful information
uses of electricity and electro magnetism j to- regarding the Camera and how to work it;
getber with full Instructions for maKlng also how to make Photographic Magic LanElectric Toys, Batte\-les, etc. By George tern Sl!des and other Transparencies. BandTre hel, A.M., M.D. Containing over t!!ty 11- somely 11Justrated.
luStrutlons.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST
' No. 47. Ji:ow TO BREAK, RIDE AND POINT MILITARY CADET,-Explalns how
DIUVE A: HORSE.- A complete treatise on to gain ndmittane,e, courRe of Study, Exarolthe borse. Descri bing the mos t useful horses nations, Dµtles, Stall' of Ol'l'icers, Post Guard,
for business, th e best hQrses for the road; Pollce Regulations, Fire Department, nnd all
also yaluable recipes for diseases peculiar to a boy should, ll:now to be a cadet. By Lu
the ltorse.
Senarens.
No, 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL
CANOES.-A ltancly hook for boys, contain- CADET.-Cemplete instructions of how to
Ing full directions for conatructlnf canoes gain admission to the .Annapolis Navnl .Acadand the mos t popular manner o sailing emJ' . .Also contalnlnl:' the course of lnstructltem. Full y Illustrated.
tlon, description of &'rounds and buildings,
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Ghlng rules historical sketch, and 'everything a boy
for conductin g dei.Jat es, outlines for debates, should know to become an ol'l'.lcer in the
ques tions fo r d iscussion and the best United Sta.tea ~av,:. By Lu Sennrens.
sources fo r procu r i ng information on the
No, 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL
question given
l\IACHINES.-Contnlnlnrr full directions for
No 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND making electrical machines, lnduetlon colls,
ANI1'JALS.- A vn !uable book, giving lnstruc- dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked
t!ons In coll ecting, pre paring, m ounting and by electricity, By R. A. R. J;lennet. Fully
p;eservlng bird s, animals and insects.
illustrated.
No. lil. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
No. 611. JllULDOON'S JOKES.-The most
CARDS.-Con talnlng explanations of the original joke book ever published, and ·it ls
general principles of slelgnt-of-h a ncl appll· brimful of wit and humor. It contains a
cable to card t ricks; of card tricks · with large collection .of songs, jokes, conundr11ros,
ordinary cards. nncl not r equiring sleight- etc., of Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, :Puof-hand; of tri cks involving sleight-of-hand, mor!st, and practical joker of the day. ·
or the use of s pecially prepared cards. llNo. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLEB.-Conlustrated. I
talnlng- over three hundred Interesting puzNo. 112. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-GITi'nll' zles and conundrums, with key to same. A
the rules and full direc tions for playing complete book. Fully lllustrated.
Euchre,
Cribb a ge,
Casino,
Forty-Five,
No. 67.
HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL
RQunce, P euro Sancho. Draw Poke r, .Auction TIUCKS.-Contalnlng a large collection of
Pitch, · All F ou rs, nnd m a ny other popular Instructive and highly arousing electrical
games of card s.
·
tricks, together with lllustratlons, By · .A.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE J,ETTERS,-A Anderson.
wonderful little hook. t elling you how to
No. 63.
HOW TO DO CHEMICAL
write t.o your sweethea rt, your f a ther, moth- TRICKS.-Contnlnlng over ene hundred
er, sister, 'broth er, emplo yer ; and, In fact, highly amusing and Instructive tricks with
everybody and anybody you wlsn to write chemicals. By A • .Anderson. Handsomely
to.
mustrated.
No. 114. HO'V TO KEEP AND MANAGE
W TO DO
G
O
PETS,--Glving com plete information as to
No. 69. HO
SLEI HT- Fthe manner and met hod of rai sing, keeping, I HAND.-Contalnlng over fifty 'of tho latest
taming, breeding. nnd mana g ing all kinds and best tricks used by magicians. .Als o
of pets: also giving full in structions for ( containing the secret of second sight. Fully
making cage•, etc. Fully explained by 1llnstrated.
·
twenty-eight Illus trations.
,_
No. 70 - HOW TO l\IAKE JllAGIC TOYS.No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAllIPS Contalnlng full directions for making Magic
AND COINS .-Contalning valu a ble iv.forroa - Toys and devices of many kinds. Fully iltlon regarding the collecting nnd arranging lustrated.
of stamps '1ld coins. Handsomely illusNo. 71
HOW TO DO JllECHANICAL
trnted.
~TRICKS,:_Contalning complete illustrations
No. '118. ROW TO BECOllIE AN EN- for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
GINEER.-Contnlnlng full Instructions how Fully illustrated.
to become a locomot ive engineer; also direcNo. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS
tlons for building a mod el locomotive; to· 'WITH CARDS.-Erohraclng all of the latest
gether with a full d escription of everything and most deceptive card tricks , with lllus•n englnee-r s'hould know.
tratlons.
For eale by all n ewsdealers, or w!ll be sent to any address on receipt of price, lOc. per copy,

FRANK TOUSEY, . Publisher.
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No, 73, HOW TO DO TRICKS
NUMBERS.-Showlng many curious tr!
with figures and the magic of numbers.
.A • .Anderson. Fully Illustrated.
No, 14. HOW TO WRITE LETTE
CORRECTLY.-Contalnlng full instruct!
for writing letters on almost any subje
also rules for punct uation and composlti
with specimen letters.
No. 75. HOW TO BECOME A <JONJUR~
-Containing tricks with Dominoes, D:
Cups and Ball<!,' Hats, etc.
Erobraci
thirty-six 1llustro.tlons. By A. Anderson
No, 76. HOW' TO TELL FORTUNES I
THE IIAND.-Contalnlng rules for telll
fortunes by the aid of lines of the hand,
tho secret of palmistry. Also the secret
telling futnre events by aid of moles, roar
scan, · etc. Illustrated.
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRIC
WITH CARDS.- Contalnlng deceptive C:
Tricks as performed by leading conjur
and magicians. .Arranged for home arou
ment. Fully lJJustrated.
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACK Ak
-Containing a complete d e•cription of ti
mysteries of Magic and Sleight-of-hand, t
ge tber with many wonderful experiroen1
By A . .Anderson.
Illustrated.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOJ
- Containing comp.lete instructions howr
make up for varloue characters on the st
together with the duties of the Stage
ager, Prompter, Scenic Artist and Prop
:I.fan.

No. 80. GUS WILLIAllJS' JOKE BOO
Containing the latest jokes. anecdotes
funny stories of this world-renowned
man comedian. Slxty-four pages; hands
colored cover, containing a half-tone p
of the author.
No. 81. HOW TO l\IES!IERIZE.-Con.
Ing the mo,st approved method of mes
Ism l animal magnetism, or, magnetic h
In g. By Prof. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.,
thor of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALlllISTBY.
taining the roost aprrm·ed methods of
ing the lines on th~ ha nd, to!l'ether wl
full explanat ion of th eir roeamng. Also
plaining pnrenology, and the key of t
characte rs by tbe humps on the head.
Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S. Fully illustra
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZJ!l.-COD
ing valuable and instructive lnformatl
g ardin g the science of hypnotism. Al
plaining the roost approved methods
are employed by Ute leading hypnotl
the world, By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
No. 84. HOW TO BECOllIE AN AU
-Containing Information regarding c
of subjects, th e use of words and the
ner of preparing and submitting
scripts. Also containing valuable in
tlon as to the neatness. lee1bllity aal
eral com position of manuscripts.
or 3 for 25c., in money or postage st

• 168 West 23d St.

